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editorial

T he Croatian dance scene is parallel to the dance scene of Middle Europe in

terms of tradition, which means that it has continuously existed since the

beginning of the 20th century. Currently, the dance scene is one of the most

propulsive segments of the Croatian cultural scene; nevertheless, located in a spe-

cific geopolitical space, Croatian dance as a whole remains rather unknown to inter-

national audiences.

At the moment of this magazine being published, the Croatian dance scene is

still non-institutional, which means that there is no higher education in dance, a

dance centre, an archive or any established cultural politics of dance. Such a situa-

tion involves a number of problems, but also a mobility of ideas by means of which

artists are finding strategies for survival, and this consequently creates more vivid-

ness and innovativeness on the scene. As the first Dance Centre (in the process of

being constructed for the last several years) in the very centre of Zagreb is very

close to its opening, the entire dance scene is going through an extremely interest-

ing pre-institutionalisation period. For the last couple of years, great energy has

been focused on the need for self-organisation and social and political self-defining

and an insistence for change to the unsatisfying and marginalized position has been

generated.

Kretanja (Movements) Dance Magazine, the first and so far the only magazine

in Croatia specialized exclusively in dance, is one of the reflections of a scene that

has been growing and maturing more and more quickly. The editorial concept

emerged from a sensibility for current events and from the personal needs of the

editorial team for reflection and analysis, and, perhaps even more importantly, for

written and theoretical support to dance and dancers.

Leafing through previous issues of Kretanja reveals its three directions. The first

direction is a follow-up of recent Croatian productions, which, except for very

restricted media space in several daily and biweekly magazines, have hardly been

introduced to a wider audience; the second is the fact that Kretanja is an attempt

to fill the void which exists in the accessibility to relevant theoretical texts through

systematic translations, and the third direction is the introduction of thematic units

in Kretanja which include texts written by both Croatian and foreign authors.

Through these units, we are trying to observe a certain topic, one that is present

and actual on the scene, in an investigative and creative way; in other words, we

are trying to motivate critical and creative considerations of questions related to

dance. 

�
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In our issues so far we have observed the following topics: Butoh, which was

related to the setting of the first butoh performance in Zagreb; Dance/Dramaturgy,

which was an attempt to illuminate the unclear figure of the dramaturge in a dance

performance as well as disturbances that occur in the relationship between dance

and dramaturgy that often lead to completely opposite ideas in a number of texts.

Furthermore, we dealt with the question of Laban’s ideas about contemporary prac-

tices by writing about the fiftieth anniversary of the Ana MaletiÊ School of

Contemporary Dance which is founded on Laban’s principles. We were also inter-

ested in the breakthrough of Hip-Hop in the theatre stage as well as in the relation

of Photography and Dance. It emerged from questions about the way in which

dance is recorded in the frame of a photograph and the relation between a dance

photograph and a text on dance, and from our search for projects that link these

two closely related yet in essence opposite media in a new artistic reality.

Kretanja English Edition presents a selection of the most interesting texts by

Croatian authors published in the five issues so far. As the texts have been extract-

ed from more extensive thematic units, so we have left the names of these units

in order to show the concept of the magazine. But it is important to note that not

one of these thematic entities has been transferred here in its entirety, rather we

decided on a wider selection of topics with a smaller number of texts. The impor-

tant parameters during choosing the texts, apart from their high quality, was also to

present a wide range of topics which we are dealing with as well as different pro-

cedures for writing about dance which we nourish. The conceptual priority for the

editorial staff of Kretanja was openness to and inclusiveness of different and vari-

ous approaches to observing and thinking about dance.

Kretanja is published in the Croatian language semi-annually with occasional

special editions, such as the Guide to Croatian Dance, which offers a biennial sur-

vey of the complete professional Croatian dance scene. The publisher of Kretanja

is the Dance Committee of the Croatian Centre International Theatre Institute

UNESCO, an important publisher on writing about theatre in Croatia. The intention

of this English edition is to present our work on dance to international readers, to

open up communication about topics which we are dealing with and which we con-

sider as intriguing on the Croatian scene and beyond, as well as to further support

the presence of Croatian dance artists on the international scene through the writ-

ten form. 

Iva Nerina Sibila
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I could describe the two choreographies 2 and Solo Me (an

authorship co-signed by Pravdan DevlahoviÊ) as attempts at

the creative problematisation of one experiential domain (the

experiential domain of the performer on stage) and its asso-

ciated, well-known, incontestable and often „silent“ praxis.

Due to the fact that the question of performance is always a

question of reproduction, is it possible for something that

falls out of certain repetitive structures, something that gives

an authentic mark of simplicity to each single performance,

to be of any value. The performer (s:he) on stage is not a

machine for reproduction, nor just a body inscribed with dif-

ferent performing techniques, and accordingly, I am interest-

ed in what happens when it is given the weight of the sub-

ject matter.

In working on my first choreography 2, an improvisational

duet with Jelena Vukmirica, I was interested in how the fact

that we were dancing with closed eyes could influence the

movement, the feeling of the space around and below the

body (vertical, horizontal), and, perhaps most importantly, to

what extent we could be sensitive towards each other using

other senses instead of sight. Therefore, to shut oneself off

from everyone except the partner and dance to fixed tasks

agreed on in advance while reacting to the sound, breath,

scent, warmth, vibrations of the air..., to be a check point and

support to each other on stage, save for the movement of

the palms, which are, it can be said, the only signals trans-

mitted directly toward the audience. The consequence of

that approach is that I really don’t know how each single per-

formance turn out. This in itself is already a problem which

both of us face all over again and if there was no video doc-

umentation, I would never see how that choreography looks.

E L E M E N T S  O U T  O F  C O N T R O L

In Solo Me I was actually preoccupied with a very similar

problem, but under different circumstances. I started from

two completely different themes: the thematisation of the

elements that sometimes enter the performative part uncon-

trolled, and the theme of starting up. By elements which

enter uncontrolled into the performance I mean those short

fragments and gaps in concentration in which some thought

pops up which in no way fits with what I am performing at

that particular moment. In those short intervals some

thoughts occur which are outside of my decision process

(Look, a moth..,. Crap, that cream is leaving oily spots on the

floor, I hope no one slips on that..., Ugh, that smell of

sewage again...), not to mention all the other things that

occur to me during the performances themselves. I was curi-

ous in how I could deal with those illegal moments, those

slips of concentration, those breaks of something „else“ into

the fixed material of the performance, and to give them sub-

stance, to make them visible and audible and use them to

express my own discourse at that particular moment. 

However, during the work process it turned out that those

experiences did not have to be necessarily and exclusively

mine (Even the audience could see those oily spots or feel

the odor, and even if I were to point out the flying moth... big

deal! Besides, they probably see much more than I do since

they are watching and I am the one who is performing...) and

that they did not have to belong to a certain moment as the

M U T U A L  E X P E R I E N C E ❙

| N i k o l i n a  P r i s t a π |

NIKOLINA PRISTA© is a choreographer and dancer working in a
Zagreb based performance group BADco. 

niko l ina@badco .hr
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repetitive nature of this job does this itself. But there is one

more reason why I dropped that approach. Namely, at the

beginning I was convinced that by spelling out those uncon-

trolled slivers of the mind’s currents, I would gain elements

of chaos, which would always confuse me in a fresh way,

and cause reactions through clashes with fixed, repetitive

dance material, but instead I controlled them more and more

(exactly because of that everyday repetition), I shaped them

into concrete (boring!) sentences. I rooted myself into the

order and the safety which comes with order, which of

course was not the right way toward the immediacy of reac-

tions I was seeking, and which I had in 2 due to fact that I

was dancing with my eyes closed and that I had a partner

who was dependent on my movements. In the case of Solo

me, I needed to find those elements which would (at least

for the moment) turn me from the path and give me that

„liveliness“ that I had in 2. As I was not able to extract that

out of me, I decided to work with something which I already

had in the space: another performer / author on stage and the

audience surrounding us.

I N T E R A C T I O N

One element of the affirmation of this theme is on the level

of the ordering of the dance materials in relation to Pravdan.

Namely, the performance is structured in such a way so that

two individual solos are first performed, followed by a „duet“

where the materials are juxtaposed, change „owners“,

metastasize, so that in the end, they become two solos

again, but infected by each other. Due to the fact that it is

actually about two different solos, the only common ground

that Pravdan and I conceptually share is our willingness to

exchange, to surrender to the influence of the other, to

enrich oneself with foreign material which passes through

mine/his body and which is engraved deeper and deeper

with each new performance, so that in the end it almost

imperceptibly becomes mine/his. Somewhere in that direc-

tion there is something which interests me in the contact

with the observer, as a second affirmation of the same topic:

to find the domain of mutual experience in spite of the differ-

ent positions. Therefore, to once again allow a sensitivity in

relation to the other. To surrender one’s own safety to a

stranger (to enter into physical contact with someone from

the audience), to even let the other speak instead of me (to

open up a new space for misunderstanding, mutual discom-

fort), to get closer to the edge of losing the contours of one’s

body (to the point where my point of view is closest to that

of the observer’s so that the function of the view is lost).

Just as the fact that Pravdan’s authorship (and not just his)

affected my choreography, in the same manner the fact of

the observer affects each single performance. Even though

a certain idea and aim exists behind my decision to have

direct interaction with the observer, I cannot predict how

things will develop further on. What kind of impressions from

that interaction I will take back to the fixed dance material,

and what impressions will continue to flow within the observ-

er from the audience will depend on both sides. In that little

excess perhaps it is possible to find something interesting for

both of us, but also for all those witnessing the moment.

F R O M  T H E  S E N T E N C E  T O  T H E  F O O T N O T E

Starting up as the second theme that I mentioned constitutes

the formal foundation of my first solo. During the preparation

period, I was reading Peter Sloterdijk’s book To Come to the

World, to Come to the Word. I was seduced by sentences

such as: „Only the one who is already initiated is capable of

initiating,“ or „Maybe it is just a part of the game that we can

always guess the start at the end“, and so I wanted to play

with that multiple repetition of starting. For that purpose I cre-

ated 14 different dance phrases and combined them into var-

ious combinations, from the end toward something which I

defined as the zero (starting) point. But it turned out that my

idea was still invisible to my associates so after several „cri-

� Solo Me | Photo > Damil Kalogjera
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sis“ situations, I decided to keep the principle but to use it lit-

erally. I took that first line of movements, purged them and

set them as the basis of the choreographic sentence (a sen-

tence without grammar rules). Actually the entire choreogra-

phy is the writing out of that sentence, but in eight different

fonts. Thus, each time after the sentence is written I go back

to the beginning, which is always the same. In that way, the

question of the beginning was resolved, at least in the formal

sense. However, the „real“ beginnings happened only

through contact with the spectator. From the sentence (fixed

dance material) to the footnote (interaction with the specta-

tor) and back again to the sentence, for me means a drastic

change of attention, a falling out from the artificial into the

direct interaction and back, from which it is impossible to

leave unaffected. I stop being a dancer who is being

observed from a distance (I am aware of that particular posi-

tion) and I become someone who contacts the spectator in a

very direct way, someone who offers, asks and expects.

Because all of that I have to be very careful, and more impor-

tantly, open, and that makes me fragile. This is why I say that

the „true“ beginnings happen only in those moments

because they require that I gather myself each time from

the beginning and move on with something additional, from

the beginning.

And in the end, why does all this interest me in that particu-

lar way? Maybe just because of one thing: my life is happen-

ing on stage and outside it. I am interested in how to „live“

a performance, not how to „photocopy“ it. If the creative

impulse is already strong enough for me to be involved with

this profession, it means that the experience of creation

itself is just as important. And if dance is something which

constantly slips out of my hands, I want to be connected at

least for a moment in the space and in the moment with

those people who are observing me. 

I want it to matter to me. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Branka CvjetiËanin
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The same stream of life that runs through my veins 
night and day runs through the world and dances 
in rhythmic measures. 

It is the same life that shoots in joy through the dust of
the earth in numberless blades of grass and breaks into
tumultuous waves of leaves and flowers. 

It is the same life that is rocked in the ocean-cradle of
birth and of death, in ebb and in flow. 

I feel my limbs are made glorious by the touch of this
world of life. And my pride is from the life-throb of ages
dancing in my blood this moment.
Tagore

I recently participated in a discussion on the various ways

in which one can write about a dance performance. This

theme opened up numerous questions including: who are we

addressing with such texts ∑ the audience who has seen the

performance, or the one who has not seen it, the authors of

the performance, connoisseurs of dance art or perhaps the

general public? Is it the duty of the writer of the text to know

the background of how a certain performance came into

being or rather the opposite, does the duty lie in ignoring any

kind of pre-insights and only write about a performance

based on what was seen? Is objective writing a myth that

finally needs to be let go and to embrace one’s own subjec-

tivity in the hope that such a view might perhaps interest

someone? These and similar questions flow into that what is

most important ∑ what do we do to the performance itself

when we publicly publish our personal (dis)agreement with

that seen?  

IVA NERINA SIBILA graduated from the Northern School of
Contemporary Dance, Leeds, UK in 1994. Since then she has been
active on the Croatian dance scene as a performer, dance teacher,
choreographer and dance writer. She lives and works in Zagreb as
a free lance artist. i va-ner ina .ga t t in@zg . t -com.hr

One thing is certain, the question about the meaning and

approach to writing about dance comes to a complete halt

when the task at hand is writing about an exceptional per-

formance. Such performances offer us numerous forays into

the world of the author, numerous interpretations and analy-

ses, as well as reasons why to write about it. I believe that

Shadow, which is the impetus for this text, is one such per-

formance.  

I m p l o s i o n  o f  O p p o s i t e s

Travelling within the space of Shadow, we encounter a

series of opposite notions. Art ∑ science, East ∑ West, body

∑ spirit, improvisation ∑ choreography, male ∑ female, young

∑ old are all dualities that are continuously repeated no mat-

ter which direction the analysis takes. 

Treated in the pre-text of Marija ©ÊekiÊ and her associ-

ates these oppositions do not cancel each other out, do not

join together, do not enter into conflict, nor confirm each

other. Shadow, namely, draws us into the space in between

these notions. In that space, these opposites, which hold the

framework of social, cultural, aesthetic and other ideologies

like a safety net, implode and disappear. Thanks to its

abstract form, Shadow rejects ordinary categories of repre-

sentation and instead of the dancers underlining their mutual

otherness with their oppositeness, they co-exist on stage

with a dance which arises from the simple and quiet levels of

the body freeing each other from the limits of fixed bodily

Vibrations of Emptiness ❙

A  r e v i e w  o f  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  SJENA (SHADOW)  b y MARIJA ©ΔEKIΔ

❙ I v a  N e r i n a  S i b i l a
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identities. Duality thus becomes a channel for one’s own

self-obliteration and with Shadow we participate in the cre-

ation of a new (stage) reality which comes closer to the ideal

of continuance in the body which is not conditioned by this

time and this space. 

From the  e-mai l  correspondence :
I N S : How did the collaboration with Endo come about?

M © : Tadashi’s main preoccupation in his work is the tension

between the opposite poles of Yin and Yang which in dance

vocabulary corresponds to the notion of muscular tension in

the body, both within and without... and which on the other

hand is the mark of my own vocabulary. And because I had

attended his Butoh-MA seminar where I couldn’t find any

way of fitting in with the rest of the group and after many

heated arguments and encounters during the work, we real-

ized that it wasn’t a question of cultural misunderstanding

and arrogance, but in fact a very deep philosophical under-

standing of the dance piece and material we were both

exploring ∑ I decided to present him with „Shadow“ and to

offer him a dance collaboration in the project. 

F l u i d i t y  o f  M o v e m e n t

A body emerges from the dark, turned towards the audi-

ence, with widespread arms in light motion. Lit from above,

with a warm muted light. We discern that it is the body of a

woman (Marija ©ÊekiÊ), dressed in black, with bare back and

arms. Another body slowly emerges from the depths of the

stage to her left. During the first ten minutes of the perform-

ance, barely noticeable, like a white fog it makes its way for-

ward, sliding with an invisible walk. The female dancer

moves from the calm part into a frenetic jumping solo which

seems like an unusual ballet exercise. She repeats it in vari-

ous directions. The choreography functions as a solution to

specific difficult-to-understand tasks. Despite such abstrac-

tion, the performance is expressive, touching and emotional-

ly charged. The female dancer is serious, equated with what

she is doing. Her body is of a firm build, compact. When the

second body comes close enough, we can recognize the

body of a man (Tadashi Endo). With a bare torso and the

lower half of his body covered in a long white skirt. This body

is lighter, more fragile, with longer limbs. Its expression is

more open, more aggressive, focused on the audience. In

the face we can recognize the dancer’s Oriental features,

and the movement is based on the Japanese butoh tech-

nique. When he begins to dance, the performance begins to

move in its full form, in the shape of two parallel solo dances. 

The choreographic material that the female dancer con-

tinues to perform moves from a transformation of classic bal-

let steps and poses, through expressive butoh influences,

Laban-type diagonals of the body, to simple waves that pass

through the body and whose source lies somewhere deep in

the space of the body. In one part we see her lightly jumping,

and in the next part how she is lying on the ground in an

almost animal-like crawl, overcome by gravity. In one of the

most impressive scenes from the entire performance, the

dancer is in a deep bow, and the choreography takes place

only on her back and arms. Movements spread like waves

from their source and periodically, like explosions in silence,

end in powerful jerks of the head and arms. The scene is

simultaneously sculpturally abstract and emotionally very

striking. Thus the dance expression of Marija ©ÊekiÊ changes

completely from scene to scene, revealing to us a dancer of

enviable transformational power and knowledge about many

dance styles. 

The dance that Tadashi Endo performs is more consis-

tent in its butoh aesthetics, and seemingly less receptive to

her energy. With both dancers, the quality of the move-

ments, thanks to the attention that is directed to the tiniest

details of the body, is fascinatingly fluid, soft and gentle,

regardless of the dynamic and energy contrasts. 

From the  e-mai l  correspondence :
I N S : How do you feel the interaction between Endo and

yourself while you are on stage?

M © : We enter the interaction both through choreography

(and this is very clear but less visible as our bodies never

touch) and through performance, and from my discussions

with Tadashi I can see that my influences on him are equally

powerful as they are autonomous. Therefore, experiences

that are equal to mine. The point is that through those 36

minutes neither he nor I are aware of each other just as we

have a very strong feeling that we are not alone on the stage

at any one moment. In the ìscientific“ sense of the word,

that what is called ìtheory of zero energy“ (a vacuum is not

an empty space). 

During the performance, both dancers remain in their

positions on the stage, she to the left, he to the right. They

do not enter into a bodily interaction and rarely cross into the

other’s space. Concentration is spilled over the entire body

which then becomes almost self-existent, exempt and inde-

pendent of the space. Even though they are in fact in the

same space, each exists in a separate space of their body,

their movement and their consciousness. We are thus given

the impression that we are following a performance on two

levels, in two time zones or two qualities of time, like a pho-

tographic double exposure. Dancing, they bring us to the

unusual experience of synchronicity on all levels of time and

existence. 

The choreographies performed by Marija ©ÊekiÊ and

Tadashi Endo are conditioned by their different physical con-

ditions, diverse cultural and aesthetic inscriptions into the

bodies as well as different gendered and generational expe-

riences. Transferring the quality and occasional yet passing
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reverberation of movement from one body onto the other,

and immersion into the same music, the abstract movement

is transformed into a story about human loneliness,

inevitable by the fact of existence in the from-the-other-

detached body. At the same time, because of the strong

kinetic communication which is like a magnetic force

between two separate worlds, two completely separate solo

dances become a duet or ∑ a story about the deep, invisible,

mystical link with the other. 

The subtle choreographic interaction, multi-layeredness

and aesthetic refinement, as the main characteristics of this

performance, point to a series of very powerful intellectual

selections and explorations that preceded the choreographic

act. 

P r e - t e x t

Studying the materials from this performance, it is impos-

sible to ignore the influences which served its development.

They range from the classical ballet sciences of Vaganova

and Laban, through physics and anatomy up to the religious

motifs of Zen-Buddhism. Even though knowledge of these

influences is not necessary for the pleasure of communicat-

ing with the performance, I think it is interesting to make a

note of them here, not only as information about the process

of creation, but because I believe that it is precisely in the

linking of science and spirituality that we can find the answer

to the question with which I began this text ∑ what makes

this performance able to transcend the ordinary boundaries

of the production of a dance performance. 

The first unusual act in the emergence of this perform-

ance is the graphic inscription of the choreography which the

author calls a ìchoreographic web“. Marija ©ÊekiÊ elaborated

on this in an interview for Zarez VI/131:

The dynamics of movement and the length of the dura-

tion of every segment is predetermined via a choreographic

web  and drawing of the energy flow... Through the choreo-

graphic web the most important dance parameters (time,

space and inner impulse of movement) allow every dancer to

understand and recognize in detail the kind of technical but

also psycho-physical expectations this project is about. This

type of work emerged as a result of the need for ìbringing

about a specific conclusion“ which is the consequence of

experimenting in improvisation. 

Inscribing choreography, that is, the dance path from one

body into a graphic inscription and using this on stage through

the second dancer, music and lighting is interesting, above all,

as an approach to pinpoint every segment of the choreogra-

phy. Such a scientific analysis leads to an extracorporeal defi-

nition of movement and to its emancipation from the dancing

body. Choreography, which often exists only and solely in the

corporal memory of the dancer, exists beyond it here. � Shadow | Photo > Sandra VitaljiÊ
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This opens up the possibility for a different type of com-

munication and opens up a space for creative freedom to all

participants in the project, because through inscribing the

choreography into a choreographic web the author liberates

them from any conditions with their own interpretation of the

choreography. In other words, through a firm intellectual limit

∑ the choreographic web, all the authors receive the freedom

of improvisation to enter into their own fantasies and experi-

ences, and that one does not disturb the other but that they

complement each other. (Marija ©ÊekiÊ in Zarez, VI/131)

In the final product, the lighting of Branko CvjetiËanin

blends completely with the movement and contributes to an

atmosphere of tenderness and unreality. On the other hand,

the music of Zoran ©ÊekiÊ functions like a completely sepa-

rate piece that is taking place parallel to what is happening on

stage. It can be a part of this performance or it can live inde-

pendently from the dance. Also, the dance can, but does not

have to, take place with this music, that is, the music func-

tions as one of the possible interpretations of the choreogra-

phy. With its dynamic and emotional charge it sometimes

overly determines that what is happening on stage and

deprives the movement of the interpretative openness that

the author achieved. 

In the structuring of the performance itself, Marija ©ÊekiÊ

used a model based on Chinese philosophy, the Wu Xing

cycle. Very often interpreted as five elements, Wu Xing can

mean five agents, five qualities, five states of change or five

phases, that is, five types of chi ∑ life energies. Following this

circular model, the performance takes place in five scenes of

which each corresponds to the qualities of one chi, but also

to the transformations of one quality into another. Working

on the performance using this model, the author shifts the

dramaturgy from the area of her own decisions (corporal and

intellectual) and surrenders the structure of the performance

into the hands of traditional Chinese philosophy. By this she

obtains an unexpected but intuitively logical sequence of

scenes and a defined series of qualities which she explores

in the physical improvisations. 

T h e  S p a c e  o f  E m p t i n e s s

The placement of this performance within the fixed spa-

tial plans of Vaganova and Laban, developed through the

transformation of the Wu Xing cycle and inscribed in the

choreographic web, opens up a space for the joint dance

journey of Marija ©ÊekiÊ and Tadashi Endo. And this seem-

ingly incompatible pairing is visibly connected on stage, as

mentioned earlier, by the special quality of physical concen-

tration and fluidity of movement. But this union is not just a

coincidental compatibility. From two completely different

artistic biographies one link is obvious ∑ both artists base

their engagement in dance on the search for the source of

movement, on the delicate vibrations of a just started

motion, somewhere deep in the space of the spirit/body. 

Tadashi Endo is a Japanese dancer and choreographer

who has been living and performing in Germany for many

years. His education and work combine Eastern theatre

forms such as No theatre and Butoh with Western theatre.

Even though the synthesis of both these traditions is visible

in Endo’s work, the starting point for his choreography is in

butoh, and the absorption of consciousness into oneself, and

the attention directed at maintaining a balance of energy, and

not on the aesthetics of movement and choreography, are

the basis of the butoh philosophy for him. Combining butoh

with the spiritual teaching of Zen-Buddhism he creates the

Butoh-MA style about which he says:

MA is a world beyond time and space. In Zen-Buddhism

it means „emptiness or the space in-between“. Butoh-MA is

the way to make the invisible visible. MA means to be IN

BETWEEN. MA is the moment just at the end of a move-

ment and before the beginning of the next one. When the

soul is ready for the last step ∑ completely calm ∑ without

breathing ∑ completely quiet ∑ not dead and not alive ∑ this

is MA (Tadashi Endo, www.butoh-ma.de). 

In explaining the paradigm of the quantum mechanical

body, modern physics comes closer to this spiritual notion

and explains it in the following way:

The body is a complex current of vibrations in the unified

field of pure intelligence... Atoms are comprised of energetic

particles that move in an empty space. The true nature of the

body, is also as empty as the space between the planets,

stars and the galaxy. (Contemporary Ayurveda, Sharma and

Clark, London: Churchill Livingstone 1998, p. 63). 

While Tadashi Endo searches for movement in quietude,

Marija ©ÊekiÊ tries to detect the most delicate vibrations in

that space of quietude. She began this search through the

study of electroacoustics, which she turned to after complet-

ing choreography and contemporary dance at the Concordia

University in Montreal.  

... in studying the laws of sound (frequency, amplitude,

spectre, envelope, timbre). The starting idea was to under-

stand the dancers as energy particles whose real character

(shape, colour, strength) comes from the source of move-

ment itself, and those are the internal vibrations of DNA cells

as the basic building units of a human body. After these deep

vibrations transform into a driving energy, the body moves

from its zero position, its state of repose, creating a visual

ripple noticeable in the eye of the observer. In that way, the

dancer opens up an entire microcosm of movement which

choreography, like the membrane of a microphone, trans-

forms into abstract, invisible-to-the-eye vibrations within a

dancer’s body, into visual dance movements. (Zarez, VI/131)
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Tagore describes this same experience through poetry:

The same stream of life that runs through my veins night
and day runs through the world and dances in rhythmic
measures. 
...
And my pride is from the life-throb of ages dancing in my
blood this moment.

In comparing these quotes, we can conclude that the ori-

entation towards the deepest areas of physiology which

Marija ©ÊekiÊ and Tadashi Endo explore, each in their own

way, in the performance Shadow, is not just a way of explor-

ing certain dance or performer qualities. It is the universal

human search for the source, for that which is extracorpore-

al and preconscious, for that which exists outside all move-

ments and sounds. This search is also undertaken by science

and art and religion as well as poetry with all their instru-

ments. Dance is an organized and conscious exploration of

the movement of the human body which, as the most com-

plex organism in our known universe, has the ability to tran-

scend itself and the direct experience of that space outside.

The orientation towards those finest levels in this perform-

ance is like a power shield which reconciles all opposites and

imperfections and opens up the path to that outside. 

From the  e-mai l  correspondence :
I N S : Your performance seems very human and emotion-

al to me, almost lyrical, even though it was created using

a scientific approach and is abstract in its expression. Do

you think that emotionality and a scientific approach are

in conflict? 

M © : No, I don’t think so, even though I surrender that ques-

tion to the philosophers, and I try not to think with my head

but with my body (heart, feelings...) in the creation of dance

material but if I begin the process of creating constructs ∑ I

then study, analyse and logically look at all the material

attained and then make a decision what to do next... Of

course, in that process there are a million times that I come

into a dilemma, doubt, contradiction, and very rarely, conflict.

And to conclude, I again return to the question from the

beginning ∑ what do we do when we write about a dance per-

formance? In the case of the performance Shadow, which

has only been performed three times to date (at the Osijek

Summer of Culture, 18.7.2004 and at ITD Theatre in Zagreb

24∑25 January 2005), one of the responses would be, I hope,

or could be ∑ we prolong its life... if not the stage one, before

the bodies of the audience, then at least in this way, through

text, before the eyes of the readers. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Susan Jakopec

� Shadow | Photo > Sandra VitaljiÊ
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D omesticus vulgaris is the title of a performance by

the Dance Company „Liberdance“, which con-

firmed Rajko PavliÊ as an original and exceptional-

ly interesting author and choreographer. After twenty

years of research and experimenting with styles and tech-

niques, it seems as if Rajko PavliÊ has returned to his

roots with this performance. We see him here as more

experienced, mature, thoughtful, engaged, critical... 

PavliÊ became engaged in dance after his involvement in

folk and ballroom dances. He was educated at a college

for dance pedagogues in Ljubljana and gained further

education through his cooperation with the Ana MaletiÊ

School of Contemporary Dance, the School for Classical

Ballet and Zagreb Dance Company. 

About his education, Rajko PavliÊ says:

When I decided to engage in dance, I started from noth-

ing. I didn’t understand what was in front of me. So I passion-

ately started my education and without any inhibition, I

absorbed everything I came across... The whole time, I felt

like a fan who dared to deal with his object of adoration. 

In 1988, you introduced your first full-evening choreogra-

phy In the Mood, a very unusual performance in terms of

the Croatian dance scene. It was a combination of ball-

Rajko PavliÊ: Outsiders Change the Rules ❙

| I N T E R V I E W E R : Maja –urinoviÊ |
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MAJA –URINOVIΔ completed her dance education at the School for
Rhythmics and Dance in Zagreb. She also graduated Literature and
Yugoslavian Languages at the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb. She
has been professionally involved in dance as a performer, teacher,

and choreographer. Her main interest is in dance publishing, prima-
rily the history of Croatian dance, monographers and critics.

maja .dur inov ic@zg . t -com.hr
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room dances and contemporary dance, yet the emphasis

was on ballroom dances and show dance. The reactions

were extremely good. 

In the Mood was like a sublimate of the dance styles I

used and experiences I had at the time. It was a reminis-

cence of the American dance music from the period between

the 1920s to the 1960s, structured in the form of music-hall.

A real little unpretentious spectacle with 24 dancers, out of

which 9 were males, and with around 50 different cos-

tumes... After this huge success, a little shock followed

because of the somewhat neo-classical performance

Corazon de Tango, which came across complete disapproval,

but it helped me a lot in mastering choreographic vocabulary. 

Episodes, which you set in 1996 was again a stylistic

switch. It was about questioning the communication of

the generation at the end of the 1990s, which, I quote

from the performance booklet, „with abundance of elec-

tronics and with lack of human voice more talks with

movement and gesture than with words. This communi-

cational ritual is reduced to the abbreviation BPM (Beat

per minute)...“

What „contemporary dance“ in Zagreb meant at that

time did not refer to my idea of corporality. The abstractness

of improvisation was not what I wanted. And then I went to

Munich and participated in Tanzwerkstadt Europe. The teach-

ers there were Nienke Reehorst, Russell Maliphant, Genet

Lorin and one dancer from Rosas Company. Journalists and

theoreticians who gathered there for a round table discussion

on the topic „New tendencies“ discussed the influence of

new tendencies on the contemporary dance scene. They

named the sublimation of their work, which has been pro-

moted at dance academies and workshops, as „contempo-

rary dance techniques“. Contemporary dance is a „salad“,

made up of all kinds of techniques and approaches, from

power yoga to Pilates to martial arts. And exactly this is what

is so great about it, this freedom of taking and using all pos-

sible experiences. On one hand, an enormous deomocratism

and on the other, the danger of „selling“ anything that sells...

The most important thing for me was working with

Maliphant because this was the moment when I understood

what contact improvisation and finding and arranging mutual

energy meant. 

At these workshops, I found high energy, imaginative and

action and reaction dance. I returned to Zagreb delighted,

because I had found what suited my idea of corporality. I

started to work on the performance Episodes, which was

something completely new on the Croatian dance scene as

well as the promotion of something which represented a

general place of contemporary dance today. 

The Sun Stopped Gazing at the Miracle, created in 1999,

suggests an extraordinary authorial sensibility for the

integration of traditional ethno and contemporary dance

elements. The performance won extensive approval and

toured in Italy, Mexico and Germany. 

Tradition is interwoven into cultural identity and everyday

life is permeated by it. Not deriving motifs from something

that should be our advantage at the starting point of an artis-

tic work means living an artistic life by abstracting our own

identity. We all consume what is called „the heritage of

mankind“, from Bach to hip-hop, and we all like it a lot, but it

would be important to pay attention to one’s own cultural

identity... 

After the phase of contemporary dance, you became fas-

cinated with breakdance, which resulted in a series of

projects. Is it possible to choreograph breakdancers?

Breakdance has been a constant in my dance studio from the

1980s, when break dancing started. Entire generations grew

up with breakdance. Liberdance Studio was the only place in

Zagreb where attempts were made to promote break danc-

ing as a theatre expression. 

Breakdancers bring dance back to its original sources in a

modern way. Their celebration of dance as something that

belongs to them by nature results in the fact that they live

dance. They have a great advantage in comparison with
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those who torment dance in their attempt to move the

boundaries of dance art. I love working with them because of

their so-called „method of improvisation via skilful bodies“...

as opposed to representatives of the method of improvisa-

tion via the unskilful body, who constantly harass us on the

Croatian dance scene as well as on the international dance

scene. 

And then, another switch... Not only did you abandon

contemporary dance, but you also abandoned dance

itself. The protagonist in the performance There is No

Business Like Show Business is an actress. It seems that

you, having had your fill of dance and social and cultural-

artistic context, decided to say what you think and com-

ment on the reality in which you created? Is dance pow-

erless in this sense? Are words needed for socially

engaged theatre?

There is No Business ... was my reaction to the all-pres-

ent pornographization of our public sphere of acting ∑ the

poor entertainment business, kitsch, the lack of taste in the

media, as well as the incapacity to determine one’s own

identity. 

In order to show that, it was necessary to say something,

to sing and to dance. Dance, as pure movement, does not

have this vocabulary. And if it has, then I don’t know how to

do it. The body can say a lot of things, but I never considered

dance as something socially engaged. Such a tiny

microstructure as dance is, and theatre in general, can only

influence the cultural consciousness of people within the

frames of culture in general and, of course, within the frames

of changes within their own profession. Dance, as well as

theatre, can influence one’s mood, and therefore direct

human behaviour to this or that direction. Dance, music and

theatre can only make our lives nicer and better, and this

means a lot already. Everything else is a theoretical construc-

tion of those who have the urge to prove something all the

time. 

There is No Business Like Show Business ends with the

live performance of a local ethno band from the small vil-

lage of Bednja. The following project, Domesticus

Vulgaris or Plain Domestic, includes the albums Zeleni

kader1 and Domesticus Vulgaris by the Croatian band

Cinkuπi and the animated film Ciganjska2, based on a

song of the same name, as the starting point. What is the

relation between music and movement in the process of

creating your performance? 

If I decide to create a performance on the basis of pre-

cisely chosen music, then it is an integral and inseparable

part of the performance. Cinkuπi are a unique phenomenon

on the Croatian ethno-music scene because they show

appreciation for original sources. Each and every one of their

songs are permeated by dense emotionality and it is quite a

sensation to listen to these „Croatian punk musicians“, as

they are called by music critics. An animated film of the same

title was made on the basis of their song Ciganjska, the best

animated film in Croatia in the last fifteen years according to

many people. It talks about „urban outsiders“, devoured by

„the asphalt jungle“ of a huge megalopolis. Not being able to

manage, they drink „bitter brandy“, and when this is not

enough, they find comfort ∑ death in a venomous snake. And

they are crushed by the City. An exquisitely illustrated atmos-

phere and ambience. Painful truth in a great film, who would

not be impressed? 

Is it not unusual that such a conscious domestic artist

calls his own company Liberdance?

What is free dance? And what is freedom in dance?

In my opinion, free dance means to be free from any

influence and yet take whatever comes around if you can

feel it and it motivates you in your creation. It is only about

freedom of choice. I know that in the philosophical sense of

the word, there is no absolute freedom because there is

always a kind of heritage in all of us, whether genetic or
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learned. But, let theoreticians discuss that...

I gave the name Liberdance after a famous song by Astor

Piazzolla called Libertango. A little silly, but during the 1990s

it was cool, I guess. At that time, I was still looking for my

own choreographic poetics, I didn’t exactly know what I

wanted, but I wanted to be „in“ and I was looking for an

attractive name. I was discouraged to change this name by

the political situation and the fact that I suddenly started to

feel politically unsuitable according to the new criteria, and in

general, after I returned from the front line, after some nine

and a half months I felt rather indifferent... So the name

remained the same up to the present. 

You are rather judgmental about dance productions,

both Croatian ones and ones abroad. You don’t agree

with „new tendencies“ on the Zagreb scene, yet you

have cooperated with many groups and dancers...

I have my own classification of the Croatian dance scene into

three elementary groups and some additional subgroups,

which is certainly subjective and a little bit cynical, but no evil

meant.  

The first group is the so-called „acceptable group“ and

this group is of interest in this dance moment. Its character-

istic is self-proclaimed postmodernist tendencies. They think

that the dance world revolves around them at the moment

and they look at so-called serious drillers of basic dance tech-

niques with great suspicion. Together with their role models

in the West, they take the already mastered premises of

postmodern arts from the 1960s out from their mothballs.

They are very well organized and very aggressive in their

approach to the City Council for Culture and the Ministry of

Culture. They demand a so-called different level of cultural

activities, they fight against old and sealed areas of culture

and they fight for establishing new communication channels

under the syntagm „we are all dancers and choreographers

and dance belongs to all and nobody“. It reminds one of the

state’s property in communism in the old days. Their artistic

procedures are very complicated and unreasonable, like most

of their performances, and they cannot be read without a dic-

tionary of foreign words. Therefore, mastering the highly

qualified metalanguage of postmodern arts is the first pre-

condition to watching the performances of this, in fact, like-

able group. However, it has to be said that among them,

there are a number of skilful creators and dancers and that

� Domesticus Vulgaris or Plain Domestic | Photo > Renato Branolica
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they have revived the dance scene with new manifestations

lately. Perhaps they provoke the somewhat lethargic tradi-

tionalists with justification. 

I would call the second group „less acceptable“, but still

acceptable enough because of their long-term and selfless

work. These are our good old companies, which used to be

ardent spokespeople and drillers of basic dance techniques:

classical ballet and Graham of European and American prove-

nance, with some excursions into jazz dance. Realizing that

they are not „in“ anymore, because of the rise of some kids

who came from nowhere, they started to master so-called

contemporary dance techniques in great detail... However,

their characteristics are good work and high and continuing

professionalization. A number of good dancers, choreogra-

phers and pedagogues originate from here; their work initiat-

ed Dance Week Festival, a great battle has been won for the

rights of citizens and the establishment of a professional

association which has enabled many, including me, to work

as professional dance artists. And no matter what people

think, it is difficult to imagine the dance scene without their

work. 

A separate group gathers so-called gastarbeiters3, pres-

ent in all other groups, but mostly in the first group. Some of

them have established themselves on the international dance

scene, some have returned and work here with great suc-

cess, some remained in Croatia and barely subsist from one

project to another. They are certainly welcome and their

experience is used, but they have not achieved anything

spectacular so far and the revolution has, thank God, failed to

take place.

The third group gathers those who are not directly con-

temporary dance artists, and this is not their aim either. They

make a separate and the most numerous base of Croatian

dance practice. They belong to the mass-popular dance cul-

ture; they are bursting with power, energy and skill. These

are dancers without formal education, jazz dance, hip-hop

and breakdance dancers and dancers of other styles that

have slowly been introduced here. They approach dance with

open hearts and pure soul, they celebrate dance as their own

deity and they „would cut their wrists“ if anyone tried to pre-

vent them from their dance quest. If modernism academized

and institutionalized dance and postmodernism partly devas-

tated it with its minimalism, they return it to its primordial ori-

gins. This is a dance of a generation that has only arisen and

when this generation reaches a higher level of aesthetic

forming, the Croatian dance structure, however they hate the

idea at the moment, will have to integrate this generation, lis-

ten to it...

Where are you and Liberdance in this classification?

Well, it is a separate group in which I see no other than

myself. So-called outsiders, where I was put by a renowned

person from the milieu of contemporary dance. So, outsiders

are those who started to work in dance accidentally, they oth-

erwise stuck their noses into everywhere and they dared to

do the same with contemporary dance. They have no inhibi-

tions, so their range of interest starts from classical ballet to

„doubtful“ dance styles to folklore. They are simple, very

open, actually real dance „yokels“ among the dance élite. An

occasional excursion into dance „amateurism“ can be forgiv-

en due to their origin. And if they do something good, it is

accidental. Among all dances, they chose contemporary

dance because they realized it consists mostly of those who

don’t have a clue about it. They don’t know how to choose

who to work with, so they work with everybody. They are

persistent like horses and in spite of warnings by the dance

élite, they are still involved in dance. But there is a good thing

here: artistic creation is always about a game, and the rules

of the game are not changed by the players who simply „play

well“, but are accidentally changed by outsiders whose mis-

takes can prove to be an improvement of the game as a

whole...

Okay, of course I don’t know how to define my work and

my position. I like dynamics and I like to say something with

great intensity and in short. If someone were to offer for me

to make Swan Lake or a film, believe me, I would accept it. I

am even contemplating about dancing and singing in my new

performance, and I am working on that at the moment. An

idea that makes me laugh and cry at the same time is a good

beginning of what I’m probably going to work on. And

whether what I do is contemporary dance or something else

is completely irrelevant to me. I am more of an individualist,

very emotional and I easily get bored with certain things,

therefore I like abrupt changes. This is probably the reason

why I did not continue with ethno projects right after The Sun

Stopped Gazing at the Miracle...

Otherwise, privately, I’m not a traditionalist and I am

interested in the past only as a reminiscence of some nice,

silent people and their nice, silent movements, and then I

feel warmth around my heart. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Lidija Zolodπ

1 Zeleni kader (Green Corps) were deserters from the Austro-

Hungarian Army during World War I. By 1917, their number

had increased to almost 20 000.

2 Ciganjska, Gypsy song is the title of a ballad, written by one of

the greatest Croatian writers Miroslav Krleæa, and it is a part of

a much bigger poetic work called Balade Petrice Kerempuha

(The Ballads of Petrica Kerempuh). The ballad was written in

1936. 

3 Gastarbeiter is a German word for a worker of foreign origin,

and it is widely used in Croatia in its original form for Croatian

people who work abroad (in any country).
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� OOUR, orangecut, rehearsal  >>>

LENE RYDSTROM is a pho-

tographer, dancer, choreographer

and feminist activist from

Uppsala, Sweden. The photos of

Croatian dancers were taken dur-

ing her stay in Zagreb in summer

2004, when she presented her

exhibition As I Move Myself at the

21. Dance Week Festival.

Who?
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� Zagreb Dance Company, Something, Maybe Personal, rehearsal  >>>
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P L A S T I C  P O S E S
| Katja ©imuniÊ |
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KATJA ©IMUNIΔ is a writer, theatre director, radio-play director and
choreographer. She graduated dramaturgy from the Academy of

Dramatic Arts in Zagreb, Croatia. As a writer she has been awarded
several times for her radiophonique plays by the Art Program of the

Croatian Radio. As a screenwriter and co-director of the short ani-
mated film Sub Rosa (produced by Zagreb Film, 2003, author of

drawings and co-director Nikola ©imuniÊ) she has been awarded by
international films festivals in Madrid, San Vito dei Normani,

Belgrade and Vilnius. She lives and works as a free-lance artist in
Zagreb. kat ja . s imunic@zg . t -com.hr

T ime-evading and disappearing, space-fleeing and set in

motion; by definition performing, short-lasting, transient

∑ dance art resists photography. It resists the paradox of

freezing, solidifying, capturing the dance movement into a

motionless two-dimensional state. D A N C E  P H O T O G R A -

P H Y  I S A  C O N T R A D I C T I O  I N  A D J E C T O .

The inner disharmony of squeezing movement into two

dimensions is further petrified by granting to the notion of

dance the traits that are in no way and at no time compatible

with its character: absolutely static and absolutely soundless.

The deepening of contradictions grows with the fact that one

amazingly minute time excerpt chosen by the photograph for

final archiving represents or is considered as the ultimate tes-

timony of a choreography as a whole, of the entire dance

work. Maurice Béjart is resolute: Dance cannot be pho-

tographed! Dance is an art that unifies space and time.

Dance deploys its graphism and makes the air around it

vibrating; but what transforms a gesture into choreography is

precisely the notion of rhythm, the heartbeat, the time that

rushes ahead or slows down, a suspended duration that

could be at once equaled with eternity.



record a chosen movement ∑ the representative of choreog-

raphy, with special lighting and background. Indeed, when

we think of Martha Graham’s dance art, is it not the photo-

graph of the choreographer that first comes to our mind, the

one with the backward swing of her left leg lifting up the

dress material in a semi-circle, while the body is parallel to

the floor and the hand dramatically placed on the forehead?

This is the famous photograph by Barbara Morgan Letter to

the World (kick) made in 19402. Another example is that of

Lois Greenfield who applies an entirely different approach to

the creation of dance photographs during the 1980s and

1990s. She is the one who creates the movement she is

going to photograph, asking dancers to forget all their previ-

ously learned choreographies and to just let themselves go

with her movement/dance instructions. What she is actually

doing is photo-choreographing in her

own studio, with meticulously prepared

lighting design, the results of which are

the famous books of her photographs

Breaking Bounds and Airborne3. Or the

example of Alain Béjart whose photo-

graphic documentarism takes one’s

breath away with the beauty of the

dancers from the Ballet du XXe Siècle

company. Or? Uncertain of the effect of

photographic records, of their seductive

and deceitful nature, in my messy

archive I came across eighteen forgot-

ten black-and-white photographs made

in October 1995 for the working

process of the performance Dance and

Scuplture4.They were made by the

sculptor Nikola ©imuniÊ with the pur-

pose of providing him and the dancer

and choreographer Ljiljana Zagorac with

basic material for searching for specific

movements of Ljiljana’s future choreog-

raphy and subsequently their joint

selection of one movement, one pose

that would be materialised into a bronze

sculpture and become part of the per-

formance’s set design. The procedure

is thus similar to that of Barbara Morgan

(who otherwise describes herself as a

„kinetic light-sculptor“)5, when she

selects a dominant, representative

movement of Martha Graham’s chore-

ography. Yet here at work is another

kind of co-authorship between the

dancer and the photographer/sculptor

as there is no finished choreography out

of which one should derive a move-
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� on dance photography:

In all choreographic constructions, time is far more impor-

tant than space, as space is the locus where things appear,

whereas time is truly connected to me (us), to our existence

and what we are to become.1

Personally, I am always overwhelmed by an ambiguous

dis/pleasure when looking at any photograph, which amounts

to a feeling of perplexed dis/belief or even betrayal when

looking at a dance photograph.What I see is not dance. A

dancing body is not set in one moment into a space limited

and defined by the frame of the photograph; its whole is in

the tension of the voyage from one spatial point to another

and further on inexorably. More often than not, insisting on a

photographic record of an impressionable moment ∑ a photo-

genic movement ∑ means betraying the complexity and the

multi-layered nature of the space/time record of dance. What

is betrayed are the pauses preceding or

following the movement, as well as the

deliberately exceedingly long duration of

dance non-eventfulness ∑ that which is

visually unattractive but which mediates

great energy, essential emotion, com-

munication, perhaps even the very

sense of choreography. By eliminating

yet another essential element of chore-

ography ∑ sound, which might often be

that specific difference determining the

meaning of a certain set of movements,

one proceeds with the de-contextualisa-

tion of a dance work. The deafness of a

photograph makes us insecure. The

same applies to the fact that the fascina-

tion and (un)attainability of movement

hides also in its unpredictability, as it is

by definition different in each repeated

performance; for it is human and every-

thing flows, while the photograph

defines that movement once and for all,

perfect in its immutability. Yet not live.

Certainly, there are emblematic pho-

tographs of dance art that exist. Some

of the most famous photographs were

made by Barbara Morgan in collabora-

tion with Martha Graham. Having exten-

sive talks with the choreographer, close-

ly following rehearsals and actual per-

formances of Graham’s productions,

Morgan was building a deep insight into

what she heard/saw; she would then

allow herself a certain time to forget all

the unimportant details and extract the

dominant movement; finally, she would

invite the dancer to her studio and
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On what is essentially at the core of dance sculpture or

sculptural dance.There is a power of body that emanates

from the poses photographed by Nikola ©imuniÊ; one can

actually feel the sensuality of the dancer, her immersion, the

tension of the found movement. The lighting design used for

these photographs is simple, reduced, coming only from one

light source, thus making the dancer’s body appear even

more plastic and dramatic.Watching the photographs today,

ten years from the time they were made, the sculptor

says:These photographs are a reminder of what I lived

through while I was making them, a reminder of the space I

worked in, of all the elements of that

space: the unfinished house on the

hill6, with no heating and only a couple

of sockets, without any of the accom-

panying elements that any regular

sculptor’s studio should have, such as

light, be it artificial or natural. Here

everything was reduced to a solitary

lamp, sometimes late in the evening, in

a space that was neither a studio space

nor a dance rehearsal space.As the

lamp could not light the entire space,

everything that was in the depth

remained dark, which is good as it fine-

ly and clearly highlighted the commit-

ted body of the dancer who put a great

deal of effort into overcoming the mod-

est technical conditions in order to

achieve together with me a certain

level of clarity in the photograph. Our

aim was not to make a dance photo-

graph, something that should express

dance, but rather to make a record, to

halt the movement, to shoot different

composed poses distinctive for her and

her dance in various ways, with the

purpose of making a sculpture. This

static quality is not even visible on the

photographs, yet I know that every-

thing is static, as the camera7 I worked

with could not capture movement due

to the lighting conditions and the

length of exposure. Ljiljana Zagorac has

a skilled body, a body that knows how

to conquer its own space and make it

smaller, while augmenting the body.

By posing she achieved a strong domi-

nance of her corporal persuasiveness.

Each of those photographs tells its

own sculpting story, with the main sub-

ject of sculpting ∑ the body. And here,

� on dance photography:

ment, but merely a challenge uniting them in their attitude

towards the planned photograph, which is the theme of the

envisaged performance: the relation of dance and sculpture.

In their joint reflection and quest for the most sculptural

movement, in their focusing on the relation between the

moulded clay (plaster and bronze later on) and the choreog-

raphy of the dancer’s moulded body, they examine and

research the potential of still movements. As the conse-

quence of this joint orientation and focus, those photographs

are not merely halted movement; they are rather move-

ments contemplating on sculpture. On dancer’s sculpture.
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Zagorac, made by Nikola ©imuniÊ and entitled Dance and

Sculpture / 1-18, have come to life as part of a working

process. They were conceived neither as a document nor as

an idealisation of movement. They are deprived of possible

deliberate likeability both from the part of the model and the

photographer. Thus they contain something antique, indiffer-

ent towards the demands of fashion and market, but equal-

ly distanced from digital manipulation. Those photographs ∑

they are plastic poses. Plastic both in the sense of under-

standing plastic as the expression means for sculpture in

general, and even more in the understanding of plasticity as

much the same as in sculpture, light is the main actor. There

is no reading of sculpture without light. Light reveals both the

sculpture and that body on the stage. Plasticity, light, shad-

ow... In nearly space-like conditions, her figure and body are

revealed by the light as some kind of celestial body; on the

one side, an almost opaque darkness; on the other side, an

almost absolute light. Both night and day on each part of the

hand, head, leg. To be sure, as we found an easel and a few

light walls in the studio, they all created some sort of reflec-

tion. Thus the dancer’s body reflects the little light there is,

but just enough not to leave the dark side entirely dark. It is

all clearly visible just as on clear nights

the entire sphere of the Moon is visible,

and not merely its lit part. Dramaturgi-

cally speaking, the performance Dance

and Sculpture consisted of two parts:

one in the theatre hall, on an elevated

stage on which Ljiljana Zagorac per-

formed her solo accompanied by the

live music of Boris Leiner, who was

positioned behind the percussion set in

front of the stage in the left corner of

the hall, constantly in the spotlight, jux-

taposed to the dancer with his wild

moving/drumming; the second part

took place at the end of the choreogra-

phy, when the doors of the hall leading

to the foyer would open, and the audi-

ence entering the foyer would hear the

dominant music motif from the per-

formance from the loudspeakers and

see a lit bronze sculpture of the dancer

placed on a pedestal. Hence both the

music (on the loudspeakers) and the

dance (in the sculpture) would be trans-

formed into a non-disappearing, repeat-

ing artefact. The only missing ingredient

for granting the performance (disap-

pearing the moment the performing has

ended) the ultimate entrance to eternity

was the photographs of the perform-

ance. As Susan Sontag writes in her

book of essays on photography, para-

phrasing Mallarmé: Today everything in

the world exists in order to end in a pho-

tograph8. For if we are not certain that

what is in the photograph is shown

exactly as it looked, we are certain

indeed that it existed; and with the pas-

sage of time, this record of the irrevoca-

bly past moment becomes increasingly

important. The photographs of Ljiljana

� on dance photography:
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1 A quotation from the book of photographs Béjart, Danser le

XXe Siècle, FONDS MERCATOR S. A. ANVERS, 1977. The

author of the concept and of all the photographs reproduced in

the book is Alain Béjart, who photographed the most impor-

tant and representative choreographies (until the end of the 70s

of the last century) of his brother Maurice Béjart with the com-

pany Ballet du XXe Siècle. At the end of his text in the preface

to this truly extraordinary album of photographs ∑ as the author

himself defines the book ∑ the choreographer concludes:

Dance cannot be photographed; yet photography

∑ an art in its own right ∑ may take its own stance

in arresting movement (which is actually ∑ I insist

∑ the negation of dance), thus creating an original

structure and an authentic lyricism.

2  Barbara Morgan, Aperture Masters of Photo-

graphy, Könemann, 1999. Forty years after the

making of the photographs, Martha Graham

states in this book: It is rare that even an inspi-

red photographer possesses the demonic eye which

can capture the instant of dance and transform it

into timeless gesture. In Barbara Morgan I found

that person. In looking at these photographs

today, I feel, as I felt when I first saw them, privi-

leged to have been a part of this collaboration. For

to me, Barbara Morgan through her art reveals

the inner landscape that is a dancer’s world.

3 William A. Ewing, Breaking Bounds, The

Dance Photography of Lois Greenfield, Thames and Hudson,

1992; William A. Ewing, Airborne, The New Photography of Lois

Greenfield, Thames and Hudson, 1998

4 Dance and Sculpture (Ples i skulptura), premiere on

December 15, 1995, in the small hall of Zagreb Youth Theatre;

dancer and choreographer: Ljiljana Zagorac, sculptor and stage

designer: Nikola ©imuniÊ, drummer and composer: Boris

Leiner.

5 Barbara Morgan, Aperture Masters of Photography,

Könemann, 1999

6 A rented space for sculpting work in Zagreb, Brestovac 4

7 Revueflex 4000 EE, black&white Ilford PAN 100 film, objec-

tive Revuenon-special 1:2,8;  f = 35 mm

8 Susan Sontag, On Photography, Farrar, Straus & Giroux,

New York, 1977

9 ... the world is made in order to lead to a beautiful book. A quo-

tation of a conversation of Jules Hurot with Stéphane Mallarmé

published in L’Echo de Paris in 1891, reprinted in Magazine

Littéraire no. 96, 1975.

10 „Photography proves that the camera captures the very subjec-

tivity of the gaze ∑ or nothing. What is visible therefore is the place

in which our contemplation appears under the mask of objectivity,

yet disclosed by the objective: the gaze makes out of the visible its

own place of signs and each photograph is a signed gaze.“  Bernard

Noël, Journal du regard, P.O.L., Paris, 1988

a capability of adopting various forms under the influence of

an external force, in this case the external force being ∑ the

dance. Hence, if it is maintained that the clay that the sculp-

tor models breathes life into the sculpture, that the plaster

used for casting first the negative and then the positive actu-

ally deadens the work, whereas casting in bronze revives it

like a Phoenix, then these photographs are a flickering of the

in-between phases of this creation. They are rich with non-

verbal memory, a memorising dancing body. Yet they do not

produce nostalgia, a feature mostly ascribed to photographs.

The same as no successful sculpture awakens any nostalgia.

It may cause the Stendhal syndrome, but no nostalgia. And

Stéphane Mallarmé is certainly right: ...le monde est fait pour

aboutir à un beau livre9. The same applies to those photo-

graphs dealing with the relation of dance and sculpture: with-

out a book (mutatis mutandis: the magazine for dance art

(Kretanja) that places them in a context, in the world, they are

almost invisible, absent. For as the photograph, by its nature,

tears the scene out of its time continuity, it also tears it out

of its context, essential for its understanding. By entering a

book, photographs are, in a way, re-contextualised and thus

become readable. Or at least ∑ more readable. Still, what

about the dance that those photographs have indirectly

recorded? Yes, it also exists, as reliable and corresponding to

the entire experience as a characteristic theme could repre-

sent a complex music work, or an important sentence from

a novel could represent a novel itself. It is and it is not. More

precisely: it is exactly that which is stated by the very name

photo/choreo/graphy. A record of two utterly unverifiable and

elusive occurrences: light and movement. We should rely on

the poetry emanating from those photographs. We should

rely on our own reverie awakened by those signed gazes10. 

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Katarina PejoviÊ
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� dance/dramaturgy:

Reading the Body ❙

|  M a g d a l e n a  L u p i |

T he theatre of the 1990s placed the body at the cen-

tre of its focus. On the one hand, contemporary

theatre theory addresses the theme of the body

quite intensely, while on the other hand in practice, in

dance performances, in physical performances, mime

theatre and in general everything that is expressed

through movement, dramaturgy also comprehensively

deals with the body. 

As a dramaturge connected above all with theatre prac-

tice, therefore, through the process of „transfer“ and the

„setting up“ of an idea into the live tissue of future theatrical

performances, whose language above all is movement, and

MAGDALENA LUPI graduated dramaturgy at the Academy
for Theatre, Radio, Film and Television in Ljubljana,

Slovenia. Since 1993 she has been working as a drama-
turge at the Croatian National Theatre „Ivan pl. Zajc„ in

Rijeka, Croatia. She is cofounder and artistic director of the
independent theatre production TRAFIK from Rijeka.

Within this group she is the author and co-author of seve-
ral performances that have successfully toured in Europe.

She collaborates on screenplays for animated films and
commercial TV films. She also publishes essays in theatri-

cal magazines. She has received several awards for her
dramaturgical work. magdalena . lup i@ri .h tne t .hr

� Beaufort Scale, Selma Banich, Mila »uljak, Æak Valenta | Photo > Draæen πokËeviÊ
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the basic means for expression of the performer’s body, it

seems logical to me to speak from my own practice about

the theme of dramaturgy and movement. For this reason, I

refer here to my personal experience of working in the inde-

pendent theatre production TRAFIK from Rijeka (The Walker,

Danceurope, and Beaufort Scale) in which I participated as

the idea originator and as one of the authors. Considering

that The Walker was created in the form of „site-specific the-

atre“ where dramaturgy builds material for the performance

from the space, and that this theme is too general for this

occasion, I will focus rather on Danceurope and Beaufort

Scale. 

These several reflections explore how in fact one such

concrete, integral part of a theatre performance such as

dramaturgy is applied in the process of a work which deals

with a much more abstract theatrical form such as theatrical

movement. 

Contex t

The first question which is often neglected in the work

process in performances while for the dramaturge it actually

represents the basis from which one heads in creating mate-

rial for future performances is, above all, the question of con-

text. This also includes the answers to several seemingly

banal and simple questions such as „why“ (some specific

theme), „what“ (is trying to be said with it), „how“ (to place

it in the performance) and „with which“ (expressive, perfor-

mative/performance means). 

An „idea“ must be „inscribed“ somewhere, therefore a

place needs to be found for it in a specific context, and its

transfer represents a process behind which, along with the

director or choreographer, stands the dramaturge in fact. 

TRAFIK’s performances addressed, each in their own

way, individuals at the margins. In The Walker and

Danceurope these were writers, or unexplored authors, who

were inappropriately „skipped over“ or „neglected“ in our

theatre circles. In contrast to them, Beaufort Scale addres-

sed a much more abstract theme and attempted to answer

the question of what happens when that individual is the

wind, and the space of the margins are a synoptic map where

the individual inscribes his/her existence. While The Walker

dealt with the biography, fate and literary heritage of avant-

garde writer Janko PoliÊ Kamov from Rijeka, in Danceurope

the novels of Ödön von Horváth (The Eternal Petit-Bourgeois,

Child of Our Time) represented the starting point for a per-

formance which recognized this author’s themes as the

problems of its very own time and which built its own imag-

inative world through them. The Walker aimed at rehabilitat-

ing Kamov’s name and work through theatre, directly evok-

ing his world and trying to find a theatrical space in the pres-

ent for this „misunderstood“ and „non-stageable“ enfant

terrible of Croatian literature. Danceurope endeavoured to

interpret the „von Horváthian“ theme of homelessness

through our own experiences drawing it through an intimate

plan (rigidity in one’s own body, existential insecurity, the rit-

ual of everyday repetition of one’s mode of behaviour, the

individual vs. the multitude...) and a wider social context (the

fate of the individual in transition countries, including Croatia,

in the mental and spatial boundaries being drawn by present-

day Europe). 

The central field of exploration in Beaufort Scale is the

space of areas exposed to the wind.

This notion is ordinarily connected to some historical or

metaphorical meaning. But in Beaufort Scale it is explored in

a different context, as an area of constantly changing records

of winds which define us as individuals. 

In the closing segments of the performance everything

flows precisely into the space of the area exposed to the

wind which becomes an intimate/individual/personal map for

the three Adriatic winds that the performance probes, and

the performance of the three performers on stage whose

movements, states and characters are conditioned by them.

Here (even more pronounced than in Danceurope through

von Horváth, and in The Walker through Janko PoliÊ Kamov)

an attempt to reach the area of one’s own experiences is

made through three typical Adriatic winds (bora, jugo, tra-

muntana) via the personification of the winds as interpreted

through the performers where each of them has made a per-

sonal record within the assigned abstract material. Despite

the fact that as individuals of coastal spaces we are condi-

tioned, carried, lashed, scattered by different winds, never-

theless we remain and survive in them as individuals who

have finally been given the opportunity to cleanse our own

existential space, by which we make it ready for some new

attempt at inscribing that what is elusive.

B o d y

While Kamov and von Horváth are interested in the body

as a phenomenon in a very contemporary way, Beaufort

Scale problematizes the performer’s body through wind as

an abstract air mass in motion, or in constant movement. 

This performance, in a completely different manner from

the previous two, deals with the physicality and corporality of

the appearance of the Adriatic winds, where challenge, but

also risk, represents how to „capture“ something as elusive

as air into a concrete movement at all. How to embody

something, which is in fact nothing, which is just a percepti-

ble apparition, invisible and actually a formless matter, and

give it a specific form and make its movement visible at all?

In theatre which principally uses movement in its vocab-

ulary, the basic „carrier“ of some idea is the body. It repre-

sents something in a specific space and context. Inasmuch

as the dramaturgical basis is of a narrative nature, the per-

former will represent a specific figure, character or type. But
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insofar as it is much more abstract, and it does not link to

some concrete given narrative, the performing function of

the performer’s body is an area open for inscribing many

undefined meanings. Certainly it is also good to keep in mind

the form in which it is presented, to find which „language“,

which „speech“ the performance dramaturgically demands

of the body, or simply said, to determine whether that lan-

guage of „understanding“ in the performance is acting,

drama, mime, dance, the language of physical theatre or per-

haps a combination of several of these. In determining that

language, or choosing the way of expression, the body finds

its code through which it functions. Producing a specific

movement, the body writes out some system of stage signs

which carry specific meanings. But what is that is actually

being written out, how to show and interpret those mean-

ings by movement, and not necessarily fall into their literal

description and singularity of meaning? 

M o v e m e n t

If every movement represents a specific system of signs

and meanings which we use for interpretation, can move-

ment convey a complex form such as a metaphor or idea?

The body in this case truly becomes an exceptionally power-

ful means which can function within the boundaries of the

„impossible“. 

In Danceurope, for example, we tried to show an entire

gamut of states, atmospheres, situations and themes with

only three performers. One of the most demanding tasks

was, for example, to show the theme of the individual and

the multitude. How to play a multitude at all with such a lim-

ited number of performers (3), and not cross into a banal

presentation of the most diverse faces or characters which

are continuously interchanging through one performer? We

tried to find the answer in a reverse way. Namely, each of the

performers represented the mass itself. What we were inter-

ested in was not to show everyday clichéd situations but pat-

terns of identical movements which have no specific mean-

ing. The movement that presented them was slow, identical

for each one, but with minimal shifts in their temporal realiza-

tion and with minimal differences in the performance engage-

ment of each of the performers. This machine of sameness,

with its repression of always identically repeating move-

ments which does not even leave room for the individual,

found its momentum in the slow swinging back and forth of

the three performers, always intentionally performed with

low energy and performer interaction and with weak, power-

less motion. 

Already with its very presence, the body writes out its

existence on the stage and with this fully gains in its autono-

my. However, in adding some movement the body signifies

and shows something in addition and thus receives a com-

pletely new function. Dramaturgy, as a pre-set „conceived“

system of agreement between an idea and its realization on

stage, attempts to bring the body and movement to a specif-

� The Walker, Iva Nerina Sibila, Edvin LiveriÊ, Æak Valenta | Photo > Alen
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ic meaning, or rather, to give them a certain stage justifica-

tion. But sometimes the performer’s body, regardless of

whether it is producing some movement or not, is often

„more powerful“ than that which has been conceived in

advance in the dramaturgical system. Furthermore, this

same body is capable of showing an entire state, of describ-

ing some complex situation, of pointing to some problem, of

conveying a metaphor, of putting forth a certain viewpoint,

etc. by one very simple movement. For example, in the same

aforementioned example from Danceurope, through a scene

of uniformity of the multitude, the role of the individual

rebelling against the mechanism of the collective was taken

on by another performer in each subsequent monotonous

and repetitive identical pattern of movement. The per-

former’s „rebellion“ consisted of very simple and barely vis-

ible different movements from those that were performed in

the moment of exercising the mutual repetitive sequences

(the female performer lifts her leg to the place foreseen for

the mutual identical movement, at the moment of mutual lift-

ing from the floor one of the performers puts an end to this

obedience with unexpected laughter...). Thus, only one sim-

ple movement is able to completely change the sequence of

the scene in terms of dramaturgy and to give it another,

entirely new meaning. Or rather, not just one movement, but

some dramaturgically unpredictable movement in particular

which the body produces through some given thematic

improvisation, which can open up an entire system of mean-

ing. A movement presented in such a way quickly relativizes

dramaturgical predictability, but at the same time it helps to

further develop or elaborate some theme or idea. 

The unpredictability of movement with all the risk of pres-

entation which it carries makes it a very suggestive means

on stage. All that is expressed by movement is almost cer-

tainly more autonomous and independent of any other kind

of means of „inscribing“ (e.g. drama text, voice). At the

same time, in contrast to some other means of expression

(e.g. words) which is limited in its meaning, a single move-

ment is more susceptible of being inscribed into some wider

context. 

Movement in Danceurope partially thematicized the

notion of corporal „restrictions“ and which included the non-

consent of the body to the social restriction of the ideal of

corporal (female) beauty, the non-consent of the performers

to the restriction of dance which finds its final expression in

the (social dance) form of the waltz, and the non-consent of

the individual to the restriction of the body itself as its own

narrow space. In contrast to the stage in which all the per-

formers participate, and which has „rigidity“ as its goal in

general patterns, the scenes with every individual performer

speak precisely about a reverse process, about the process

of undoing the rigidity of one’s own body or even of making

rigid into some other selected mould. The body in this case

has absolute „power“; it is almost omnipotent. Here it tries

to „disassemble“ itself into its constituent parts and to exit

completely from its own given „mould“. Defining first the

boundaries of one’s own existence, the body tries to negate

the frame it is forced into and exit from its own given and

transform it into something that is a personal, different

choice. By breaking down the existing boundaries, the body

through movement is able to create a copy of itself and com-

pletely redefine it into a „new“ performing body. In contrast

to the aforementioned, in the following scene, it is the envi-

ronment (society) once more which is the initiator of the

inflexible and violent change to the body through imposed

clichés of beauty. Therefore, we once again have some new

type of rigidity, the frame and this over the woman’s body

which just tried to set up its own ideal measures of exis-

tence. Along with cramming in the movement, and pushing it

into an unsuitable body form it carries out „violence“ onto

itself. It attempts to become some other body, some other

identity whose measures and role are socially prescribed. 

The Walker’s body, which tries to convey the spirit of the

„poet curser, anarchy and the absurd“, is restless, fierce, and

all the scenes are jammed with strong physicality, expres-

siveness and large gestures. But the body in The Walker

gradually erodes into weakness and gentleness so that in the

following scene it once again explodes like the never-ending

battle between life and death which was constantly hanging

over Kamov’s fate. For this reason the movement here is

generally charged with energy, a strong gesture and an

emphasized facial mimic especially in the joint scenes (rebel-

lion at school, manifesto, demonstrations, drunkenness) while

all the intimate and confessional scenes are filled with sub-

dued, soft movements and small touches, with dispersed

mutual images (the love scene with Kitty, the sister’s death,

the letter to the brother, jail and Kamov’s death...). 

In Beaufort Scale we tried to go even further in exploring

physicality and movement and to join them with the internal

states and moods which they bring. For this reason it was

necessary to first find out how the three typical Adriatic

winds ∑ bura, tramuntana and jugo ∑ are written out in the

physicality of the body, and how biometeorlogical forecasts

have an influence on our heads. 

In what way is it even possible to capture something so

unpredictable such as air currents and to materialize this into

a performance, about something that is actually nothing, to

find its real shape, to determine it with one’s own body and

to personify it?

At first we tried to define the three winds according to

the manner of their movement in nature (the bura always

arises from a vertical, the jugo moves horizontally, and the

taramuntana, as the precursor to a storm, maintains a con-

stant in a slanted falling vertical) and to then set up three dif-

ferent principles of movement in the space. The bodily move-
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ments then received the specific characteristics and speeds

of each of the winds (the bura appears as a breeze, but it

abruptly develops to the extreme, it dives and disappears,

and is completely unpredictable and wild; the jugo lazily drags

itself so that in the end it can reach a blasting force; the tra-

muntana retains its constancy, functions continuously, con-

stantly and restrained, it controls its intensity and never

exceeds this measure). We then moved from this natural

writing out of winds to exploring their internal, invisible sides

(the fragility and purity of the bura, the restraint of the tra-

muntana, the vacuum, staleness and passiveness of the jugo)

and the external signs they leave in nature (scattering and

retaining of drops of water, various appearances and forms at

sea and on land, accumulation of garbage, plastic bags...).

Here we mostly made use of personal associations (which

brought various props for cleaning and plastic products for

one-time use to the performance) and personal experiences

towards each of these winds. 

A step further in this exploration was brought about by an

ironical detachment towards the effect the wind has on the

psychophysical state of people (biometeorological forecasts,

„failure“ of individual organs of the body, i.e. the head when

there is a south wind, and asthma attacks). In the direction of

opening up the movement conditioned by the characteristics

of each wind, for the bura solo we used transparent plastic

bubble wrap on the floor which releases air when stepped on

and produces the effect of crackling and crunching. With this

the movement also received stage „support“ in the scene for

setting up the bura through strong askew movements of the

„bending“ of the joints of the arms and legs which had the

added association to some internal „ossification“ of the wind.

The bura solo was further developed into a poetic scene with

an empty plastic bag in which the female performer builds an

intimate relation toward an ordinary, fragile trash item by

blowing in and out and placing her head inside the bag. 

The jugo was defined by a slow tempo, limpness and pas-

sivity in the quality of the movements and the constant

attempt at maintaining the body in balance, which continu-

ously resisted the control of stability and standing still in the

space and which „dripped“ helplessly toward the floor trying

to maintain the head directly „attacked“ by the south wind.

The tramuntana found its expression in the constant rip-

pling of the sea’s surface which was demonstrated through

constant ongoing vibrations and gentleness of movement. 

From the initial, abstract movement which signified the

ways of the moving and the intensity of the blowing, we grad-

ually came to the personification of the winds in concrete per-

sons and developed their relations to the inner, intimate,

invisible sides of the winds through the performance. The

fairly abstract material of the performance was rounded-off

and dramaturgically uncovered only somewhere in the last

part when the musician (weather forecaster on duty) per-

formed a sung weather forecast with the participation of all

the winds in the choreography with the electronic instrument

theremin, which opened up a completely new way of per-

forming and which towards the end of the performance once

again dramaturgically brings it to its beginning (the solo of the

three winds). 

Instead of a conclusion, I am thinking about how in fact

in the „contact“ of dramaturgy and movement there is a

small hidden paradox. While dramaturgy at its root is a very

exact process, movement is fairly abstract, even then when

it carries a specific meaning, and is open to different interpre-

tations. Dramaturgy strives to „interpret“ and „explain“ move-

ment, even though movement itself is a very „risky“ basis

for some kind of system of interpretation as it often inten-

tionally „dodges“ translation control in view of the fact that

in its nature it already resists a kind of generalization where-

by it rules by its own laws. Again, the dramaturgy of some-

thing so concrete such as movement, tries with its presence

to „capture“ that series of elusiveness into some kind of sys-

tem, selecting it and placing in it a system of recognizable

signs, regardless of how many different associations it can

cause with the audience. Because the joining of these two

different languages and approaches is necessary in order for

a performance to be able to even exist justifiably. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Susan Jakopec
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A t first they thought there was something wrong with

her head: she forgets, stops mid-sentence, tells the

same story over and over again, falls into long silences

with an absent-minded expression on her face, cannot sleep

or sleeps during the day instead of night, laughs uncontrol-

lably at things other people do not find amusing, or starts to

cry because of some trivial misunderstanding. She is untidy

and generally indifferent to conventional rituals of everyday

life. She prepares tasteless meals. She keeps saying how

unwell she feels, but nobody believes her: they dismiss it as

eccentricity bordering on laziness or malice. The comments

her family makes are typically unsympathetic: they react with

anger, impatience, and the urge to expose her to more criti-

cism. Then they realize her eyesight is weakening rapidly and

her movements are getting bizarrely slow. Her faltering walk

becomes more evident. She falls, often. Even the slightest

physical activity drains her energy. She takes a sick leave,

and undergoes an extensive diagnostic workup. Working

diagnosis: encephalitis. But the prescribed medications do

not work. New diagnosis: multiple sclerosis. A disease with

no cure, unknown cause, and fatal outcome. The symptoms

had already been there several years before, but they

seemed to have withdrawn. Now, however, her three-year-

old daughter ∑ me ∑ is informed with technical precision and

stoic calmness that her mom is incurably ill and that „we

have to accept her loss“. The moment it was uttered, the

word loss turned my mother into a stranger. It turned her into

somebody who was already gone, except for her body, left

behind to share the apartment with us, the „living“. Then,

everybody started to avoid that body ∑ it was in the way.

When mom would enter a room, people would get up to

leave. Acquaintances she would meet on the street would

only say a quick hello and move on, as if they never used to

stop and chat with her. The illness systematically erased the

visibility of her existence. Some relatives did not even want

to come near her: as if her body was infectious and they

could contract the disease merely by looking at her. But she

continued to go to the hairdresser once a week. She would

sit in a high-backed chair and give herself to the pleasures of

shampooing, curlers, sitting under a hair dryer, hair-spraying.

She did not have a single gray hair.

(The photograph was taken
the day after I drowned.
I am in the lake, in the center
of the picture, just under the surface.
It is difficult to say where
precisely, or to say
how large or small I am:
the effect of water
on light is a distortion
but if you look long enough,
eventually
you will be able to see me.)

Margaret  Atwood, This is

a photograph of me, 1996.

Illness as Dramaturgy:
A Bodily Perspective

|  N a t a π a  G o v e d i Ê |
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II.

Theatrologist Anne Ubersfeld1 holds that monologue in a

play does not exist. Every expression, no matter how much

it emphasizes the experience of loneliness, is intended to be

heard. There is always an audience to hear a character’s per-

sonal account. Drama is art that „necessarily“ presupposes

the Other. Awareness of community. Thus, when Sarah Kane

writes her psychotic monologue shortly before committing

suicide, the point is not in the fact that she actually took her

own life but rather in that she intended that monologue for

someone. Like any other dramatic monologue, the text of

the heroine in Psychosis in 4.48 eventually finds actors as

well as directors and audience. Obviously, it is less important

that the monologue is about the feeling of absolute isolation,

about powerlessness, illness, the incompetence of psychia-

trists, the ineffectiveness of medications, isolation, or hurt.

For her, the aesthetization of the experience of despair

opens the doors to a community that could not accept her as

real. The monologue, which emphatically exists outside the

realm of theater, is finally tamed into a possibility of interac-

tion. The sender of the message finds the receiver. Does this

happen with all messages? With all protagonists of illness? Is

suffering transferable only by use of logos, story, order? Is

there a sacral dramaturgy according to which no pain is ever

pointless? Or is the dramaturgic composition of illness always

an aftermath, related to the thirst for comfort of surviving an

audience? Writing about his experience in a concentration

camp, Viktor Frankl2 claims that we have a choice between

responsible adoption (personalization) and escapist underes-

timation of suffering. It is our choice whether injury turns into

knowledge, recognition, or into meaninglessness, which cer-

tainly leads to death. That is also one of the characteristics of

dramaturgy: meaning MUST be found, MUST be invented,

during and after Auschwitz, during and after Hiroshima, dur-

ing and after unbearable everyday degradations of human

beings. The human task and the only fundamental obligation,

says Frankl, is to find meaning. To establish a dialogue.

III.

Ook, directed by Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui and Nienke

Reehorst and performed

by Stap Theater during

the Week of Modern

Dance 2003, was the

result of actors’ improvi-

sations on the experi-

ence of people with

Down syndrome. The

cast included Ann Dockx,

Kris Hufkens, Nancy

Schellekens, Catherine

Springuel, Els Van Gils,

Peter Van Lommel,

Nadine Van Miert, Marc

Wagemans and Gert

Wellens. We could also

describe it as a series of

„private“ monologues, testimonies about life „behind the

wall“ of existing physical difference. In a recent issue of the

medical journal Pedijatrija (June 1999), Slavko BanËiÊ and

Ljerka BegiÊ describe the physical characteristics of a BODY

diagnosed with Down syndrome (DS) as follows:

These patients typically have a flat face, slanted eyes

and epicanthus, brachicephalic head with flat nape, small

nose with flat nasal bridge, and open mouth with protrud-

ing tongue. Extremities are short, with stubby fingers.

The hand is short and broad, and the little finger does not

reach the distal phalange of the fourth finger, because of

the extremely short middle phalange and distal phalange

twisted toward the fourth finger. The thumb is short and

set lower down. A horizontal line runs across the palm of

the hand. There is a large gap between the big toe and

second toe. The neck is short, with extra skin. Vertebrae

and long bones show decreased growth, which is why

patients with DS have a short stature. A significant per-

centage of people with DS (20-75%) have congenital heart

defects. The weight of the brain is below average, the lit-

tle brain and trucus cerebri are small, sulci are shallow,

gyri wide, and the cortex is thin, with a reduced number

of ganglionic cells.

The very presence of the bodies of performers with DS in

the spotlight calls for a critique of the culture that usually

keeps DS people „out of sight.“ On the newspaper covers

glued all around the stage, we can read in bold print words

such as „money“, „bonds“, „stock market“. However, des-

pite media claims that the universe is tailored to athletic busi-

� OOK | Photo > Kurtvan
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nessmen dressed in suits and ties, „idle“ men in flannel

shirts and too-big trousers enter the scene several times dur-

ing the performance, nonchalantly riding their bicycles and

paying no attention whatsoever to billboards advertising eco-

nomic prosperity. They ride around in circles and ellipses,

which have no aim. At least, no commercial aim.

The ook performance starts with a roaring motorcyclist in

a leather jacket and sunglasses, accompanied by a melodical-

ly simple, rhythmic tune in the style of early Elvis Presley.

Only when he dismounts from the bike and walks out of the

„picture“ and thus, out of the role of badass („easy rider“),

we realize that the vehicle is used as a phantasmic extension,

which at least for a moment makes him look like an „attrac-

tive“ cultural stereotype. Then two girls appear on the scene

and start screaming uncontrollably during the chorus of the

abovementioned rock song, all the while keeping absolutely

still. They look like a parody of ecstatic groupies at a concert.

Isn’t this small simulation of adolescent fascination by pop-

culture an epitome of great fun ∑ isn’t this the dramaturgy

that should be lived, the girls ask. But their immobility and

screams resembling wailing rather than moans of musical

pleasure give a negative answer: we can be dressed like the

cast of Beverly Hills, 90210 but our bodies reveal non-

Hollywood experience. Or, at least, no consolation in playing

the great magic of industrially designed bodies (manufac-

tured bodies?). The bodies will communicate a monologue of

not belonging, which is almost tangibly inconsistent with joy-

ful party girl conformism, mini skirts, tight green sweaters,

red boots, and the long blond hair of one of the performers.

During the same musical number, one of the performers

points his hand to his head, mouth, heart, head, mouth. He

falls. Gradually, other performers start imitating his gestures

and the music changes into a French chanson entitled My

Heart Is Completely Ill. The socially stigmatized body is

forced to repeat its story, its choreography, as if this almost

compulsive reflex of repetitive movements contains the pos-

sibility of understanding, of calming down. Beckett’s drama-

turgy: now, once and again we dig our grave and pretend we

are only „standing still.“ Shakespeare’s dramaturgy: Hamlet

does not want to repeat the choreography of political murder,

but he repeats it more than once, in a series of violently

inflicted deaths. Aeschylus’ dramaturgy: only Athens, who is

calm, balanced, and respectful toward all victims, is able to

turn the Erinyes into Eumenides and escape from the circle

of endless repetition of powerlessness. Irrespective of the

attitudes of modern theoreticians, especially Deleuze3, repe-

tition is not automatically transformed into „small shifts“ of

new meanings. In all these post-Aeschylean cases, repetition

does not transform entropy into energy. On the contrary, rep-

etition is a cage whose walls remain equally firm every time

the body slams against them. Only the body suffers more

injuries. The body really does change, insofar as it gets hurt,

but the situation of repetition as coercion (political, medical,

social) remains the same. The same situation can be repeat-

ed in different performative manners in theater as well as in

life: in his approach to repetitions, self-referential, Kierkegaard

did not take into account the possibility that a differently col-

ored mask/persona could be used for the same ritual. Or, to

name another possibility, for the same addictive behavior.

Let us return to the Ook performance (short for „O, OK!,“

as the directors explained at the press conference). A girl in

a „little black dress“ is sitting on the floor, crying harder and

harder, weeping. A procession of performers brings a clothes

basket, an ironing board, and an iron to the stage. They care-

fully iron and refold a big white handkerchief, handing it over

to the next person in line with regal, ceremonial gestures.

Then they pause significantly, waiting while a new performer

picks up this piece of white cloth and drops it, almost angri-

ly, into the lap of the sobbing girl. No one approaches her. No

one touches her. There is no comforting hug. In other words,

social „caring“ is only a bureaucratic performance, without

any real contact with the person shaken by pain. The girl,

however, accepts the handkerchief and uses it to cover her

face, audibly sighing with relief. Maybe even this most super-

ficial form of care can eventually bring some minimal help.

This is followed by her personal history, told into the micro-

phone. While we are watching photographs from her child-

hood displayed on the wall behind the stage, she talks about

the fear of death of her parents, the fear of being left on her

own, the fear of hospitalization. She says that thinking about

two specific things comforts her, two things that will always

be accessible: the Beatles and spaghetti Bolognese. Because

of the simplicity and optimism of this statement, the laughing

audience ceases to see her as a „mentally retarded“ person

with a brain „weighing below average,“ as previously men-

tioned. During the entire performance, it is perfectly clear

that the experience of disease is in no way the experience of

� OOK | Photo > Kurtvan
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powerlessness, let alone the experience of deficient insuffi-

cient intelligence. Performers obviously demonstrate an

enormous emotional competence and depth. They are capa-

ble of coping with the gift of being different and through their

knowledge, able to establish a very intense theatrical dia-

logue with the audience. The language performers use to

address us is cathartic. It never slips into the spectacular

„heroism“ of highly pathetic victimization: quite the opposite,

it is marked by irony, grotesqueness, social satire, parody.

Acceptance of the stereotype of their illness is precisely what

makes their humor so warm: at one point, all of the perform-

ers step into the forestage and stick out their tongues at the

same time, showing us that typical sign of DS „disorder.“

Their gesture conveys protest as well as playfulness, even

pride in having such long tongues. Instead of inarticulateness

or suffocated voices, instead of a theater of abjection, the

performance translates illness into distinctiveness, opening

up possibilities of having fun; it prevents us from surrender-

ing ourselves to the politics of pity and fear. When health dif-

ferences become socially visible and communicatively avail-

able, the social theater of stigmatization turns into a social

theater of cooperation. This is a utopian and reformatory

approach ∑ as opposed to the dramaturgy of Sarah Kane or

patients whose stories remain untold. Dialogue is something

that can be achieved, but also a process that can be learned,

that requires courage. Monologue is our usual self-contain-

ment: the repetition of fear.

IV.

In the 18th century, the performances of Shakespeare’s

King Lear had a special dramaturgic twist: both the king and

Cordelia would happily survive Lear’s illness, madness, dis-

empowerment, violence, mental derangement. That epoch

considered death and suffering in general as „improper.“

Sentimental, false dialogue triumphed, offering no possibility

of confrontation with real problems. Ideology is, as a rule,

realized through a monologue. The same rigid dramaturgy of

the body is repeated within the genres of modern cinematog-

raphy: an upright cowboy can be knocked down only by

death. A supine pornographic heroine can never stand up, at

least not for long. In horror movies, death cannot be gentle;

its task is to savagely mutilate the body. The given, pre-

dictable dramaturgy of this genre is, I presume, what makes

it so attractive. The reason why it is so difficult to accept the

artistic process or the process of illness is the same: we do

not like to lose control over the story. We are always reluc-

tant to embrace genuine uncertainty. We love to keep the

illusion of „restraining“ ourselves; we do our best to cultivate

a false impression of „mastering“ communication. Illness,

like art, has the power of forcing us to engage in unwanted

confrontations. But illness is not „a work of art“ by an unfor-

tunate body4. It is much more than that: an expression that

demands changes. Even when, or especially when it is incur-

able. We must be able to measure up to our illnesses. Learn

about them. Learn about ourselves. The dramaturgy of illness

is definitely revolutionary. As Margaret Atwood would put it:

if we look long enough, we will recognize a photograph of a

living person in the body of a drowning woman. In that scene

of caring, in that interested, focused gaze beyond the barrier,

lies a possibility of intimate revival. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Aleksandra Miπak

1 From Reading Theatre III: Theatrical Dialogue, New

York/Toronto: Legas, 2002.

2 Compare with Man’s Search for Meaning, New York: A

Touchstone Book, 1984.

3 Cf. Deleuze, Gilles: Difference and Repetition, London:

Athlone, 1994.

4 As it is, for example, claimed in Women’s Bodies, Women’s

Wisdom by Christiane Northrup, as well as by homeopathic

medicine.
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INTRODUCTION 

Artists strive to embody their creative visions in different

ways. Some have a preference for ‘solving’ specific artistic

problems of different sorts; others follow their artistic intu-

ition throughout their exploration. Yet many combine these

two approaches to crafting. Common to all of them is the

search for authentic expression and a new ‘language’.

Let’s take a few examples from contemporary dance.

William Forsythe (former artistic director of Ballett Frankfurt),

designs spatial-bodily maps for choreographic explorations

for himself and his dancers. Pina Bausch (artistic director of

the Tanztheater Wuppertal) initially draws from her personal-

emotional experiences and provides her dancers with verbal

imagery as the basis for their common explorations. She also

brings in a dramaturg who keeps records of the rehearsals

and assists in structuring the work. Both Forsythe’s and

Bausch’s methods have been described in numerous inter-

views, publications, and documented by video and CD-ROM

technology for some time. 

We as members of dance audiences, however, do not

necessarily need special information to notice the differences

between choreographers who favor bodily-spatial clarity and

those who prefer the rich texture of movement qualities. In

the work of the Akram Khan Company (based in England, but

drawing on the choreographer’s studies of the Indian dance

tradition of Kathak), the juxtaposition of stillness and move-

ment outbursts, such as in Fix and Rush, enhances Khan’s

clarity of spatial design and bodily articulation. 

Finnish dance artist Tero Saarinen in his Gaspard (which

he choreographed for the Opera de Lyon) is attracted to lyri-

cal meditation turning into drama and horror inspired by

Maurice Ravel’s Gaspard de la Nuit. Thus our kinesthetic

memory is left with various moods and dynamic nuances of

movement qualities. Our aesthetic and kinesthetic experi-

ences of both artists are supported by lighting, sound, cos-

tume, and the absence or presence of props.

Note that in the above examples I have referred to chore-

ographers’ approaches to creation and their styles of expres-

sion. An important component, such as dance tradition, has

been referred to only in passing in the works of Akram Khan.

Resources for dance vocabularies and compositional struc-

ture, however, have not yet been addressed.

It is interesting to note that Pina Bausch received her first

dance training at the Folkwang Schule (Folkwang School) in

Essen founded in 1927. Its Dance Department was directed

by Kurt Jooss and his collaborators on the basis of Rudolf

Laban’s principles as formulated in his teaching and his early

artistic slogan Tanz, Ton, Wort (Dance, Sound, Word). These

ideas were embodied in the works of his Tanzbuhne Laban

� Laban in practice:
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(Dance Theatre Laban). Jooss himself further developed the

idea of the Tanztheater between the 1930s and 1960s, and

Pina Bausch, among the generation of German young chore-

ographers, paved the way for the German Tanztheater of the

70s and 80s.

William Forsythe, on the other hand,

was born in New York and was at first an

avid admirer of George Balanchine and

the New York City Ballet Company. At

the same time he participated actively in

the rock’n’roll and twist tradition of

social dancing and in musicals. While he

graduated in drama, he trained both in

American modern dance and ballet. For

a short time he was a member of the

Joffrey Ballet where he danced in works

by Jooss, Leonid Massine, and Gerald

Arpino. After his residency with the

Stuttgart Ballet in the late 70s, Forsythe

was invited to create works for the ballet

company in Frankfurt in the early 80s.

About this time he also suffered from a

knee injury that gave him time to study

Laban’s book Choreutics1 which pres-

ents a theoretical articulation of space

for the practice of dance composition.

The coincidence of discovering Laban’s

theories and subsequently directing the

Ballett Frankfurt in 1984, lead to

Forsythe’s own method of generating

choreographic material.

As two significant choreographers, Bausch and Forsythe

drew from the Laban tradition in different ways, and I will dis-

cuss Laban’s legacy and its potential for contributing to cho-

reography.

A TRIADIC LEGACY TO CONTEMPORARY

CHOREOGRAPHERS

I will address the Laban-based legacy for contemporary

choreographers from three points of view: (1) as a resource

for dance vocabularies, (2) as providing compositional

ideas, and (3) as a basis for dance analysis. 

In the discussion of dance vocabularies I will address

both the movement-dance material used by choreographers,

as well as the terminology with which they identify. Some

rarely used compositional concepts drawn from Laban’s

framework will also be addressed in this discussion. Dance

analysis as a means of gaining a deeper understanding of the

components and properties that make particular dance works

unique, will also be referred to briefly.

(1) Resources for new dance vocabularies: Choreutics

and Eukinetics & Effort 

Unlike the dance vocabulary of the Classical Ballet which

was codified by the end of the 17th century in France, the

dance vocabulary of Modern and Contemporary dance is cre-

ated and/or appropriated by the choreographer for each work.

The terminology then becomes varied, including the usage of

imagery, references to body actions, and ballet terms. The

publication Dance Words gives an interesting survey of such

usages2.

It is my contention that Laban’s Choreutic principle, the

dancer’s articulation of space, and Eukinetics & Effort, the

range of movement qualities, provide both a new movement-

dance vocabulary and its terminology. I will demonstrate this

in the work of two choreographers: one who developed with-

in the tradition of Laban’s teaching in Central Europe,

between the 1930s and 1970s ∑ Ana MaletiÊ, and the other

in the very different cultural milieu of the United States,

between the 1980s and today ∑ Vera Blaine.

While a dance student of Maga MagazinoviÊ in Belgrade,

Ana MaletiÊ was inspired by the performance of Laban’s

Kammertanzbuhne in 1924. She subsequently earned her

diploma from the Choreographic Institute Laban in 1936. In

the late 30s and early 40s, MaletiÊ became one of the pio-

neers of Laban-based modern dance in the former

Yugoslavia, founding a school, choreographing, performing

and writing textbooks and dance histories. She formed

� Vera MaletiÊ, Criminal Connections, | Photo > –uro Slako
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ZagrebaËka plesna Scena (Zagreb Dance Scene) in the late

40s, was also the choreographer of the folk dance state

ensemble Lado in the 50s, and co-founded Studio za suvre-

meni ples (The Studio for Contemporary Dance) in the 60s.

Although I was educated in the tradition of her teaching,

it is only recently that the way in which Choreutics and

Eukinetics were part of her choreographic vocabulary and of

the terminology she shared with her dancers, became evi-

dent to me. While classifying the papers in her archives in

Zagreb, I came across her choreographic notes and also the

notes of her dancers describing and recording their own

choreographic parts in ballets such as Petrica Kerempuh,

(1946), and Veze (1967). Besides the verbal notes, almost

every body action was specified also in terms of Laban’s spa-

tial scales numbering, as well as the description of move-

ment qualities.  

Vera Blaine, my colleague at the Ohio State University’s

Dance Department, teaches BFA foundation courses in com-

position on the basis of investigating movement qualities. An

alumna of the OSU department of Dance, she also pursued

her choreographic studies with Merce Cunningham. Since

the late 70s my classes in Choreutics and Eukinetics/Effort

have become a source of further insight in this area. Several

of her choreographic works took their point of departure from

Laban’s spatial scales. Searching for a structure and vocabu-

lary new to her body, Blaine reached for some aspects of

Laban’s spatial scales in her group works, such as

Progression (1978), and the trio Signs (1982). A more recent

choreographic exploration took place in 1997 with Stacy

Reischman ∑ a young dancer who was interested in recreat-

ing some movement themes from the dance score of

Progression. This resulted in the solo Facets. 

(2) Compositional structures

Some rarely used compositional concepts can be drawn

from Laban’s choreutic framework. While a canon in time has

a long tradition in music and dance composition, a canon in

space and time is not much explored. In my classes and

choreographic works I have frequently explored space-time

canons based on simple choreutic forms for a group of three

to twelve performers.

In the context of composition it is not inappropriate to

mention Laban’s manuscript „Raumspielpuzzle“ (space-

game-puzzle)3. Several decades before John Cage and

Merce Cunningham practiced „composition by chance“,

Laban’s device was intended to awaken spatial and temporal

awareness in a game-like fashion. He suggested that various

groups of spatial directions, written in his notation on sepa-

rate cards, be assembled and performed in various tempi and

with body actions of the performer’s choice. He outlined two

major ways in using the game: viewing directions in relation

to spatial models such as a cube, octahedron, or icosahedron,

or arriving at movement sequences by chance. Such explo-

ration engages an inner visualization of the movement intent

and an attempt to suspend one’s reasoning about figuring out

the movement; the actual execution of the puzzle is left to

the performer.

William Forsythe’s statement that „dancing has a lot to

do with projecting into imagined geometric space“4 shows

his point of departure from Laban’s space models, particular-

ly the cube. He refers to Laban’s Choreutics as „a great book

and the basis for a lot of things we do“5. Another choreutic

notion Forsythe uses is Laban’s classification of trace-forms,

such as straight, angular, rounded, curved, and spiraling.

„The traces [trace-forms] are valuable especially in what we

call ‘generative modalities’ which means if we are using

traces in improvisation technologies, then we are probably

going to use them to generate motion by re-assigning them

to some part of the body and not to the part they were gen-

erated with. And then rewriting them again“ 6.   

From this discussion, and from earlier interviews with

Forsythe, as well as his CD-ROM Improvisation

Technologies7 one can gather that within his complex proce-

dures Forsythe couples the idea of trace-forms with Laban’s

notion of the crosses of axes. Accordingly, the dancer’s

space can have a center in a space model, or dancer’s body,

or various joints. Forsythe’s brief demonstrations of various

ways of transposing particular trace-forms to various centers

in the body, and then superimposing one idea over the other,

generates fascinating sequences.  Commenting on the CD-

ROM Forsythe points out that the ideas of trace forms are

presented one at a time. „But when you’re actually dancing,

it is seldom that the principles occur in isolation“8. He further

explains that the CD-ROM „is not teaching a way to move. It

offers training in how to sense motion traces, and how to

develop an awareness of folding mechanics in the body. It is

simply a basic approach to improvisation. Maybe less about

how to improvise than about how to analyze when you’re

improvising... In itself, it is not choreography, but rather a tool

for analysis“9. One can see that Improvisation Technologies

have been developed so that they can be used by his chore-

ographic ensemble that collaborates in the creative process. 

Dana Caspers, a member of the creative team, describes

in great detail the complex processes involved in creating var-

ious works. For instance, in ALIE/N A(C)TION Part I (1992)

„we took sheets of transparent paper, drew shapes on them

and cut geometric forms into them which we folded back to

create a 3D surface underneath. We layered this on top of

the book page, a flattened projection of the Laban cube, and

a computer-generated list of times organized into geometric

shapes... Next, we each constructed a list of Laban symbols,

times, letters, and numbers from the document, which we

used as a map to guide us through the stage space and

through the structure of the piece as a whole.“10
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Critic Roslyn Sulkas refers to the manifold influences in

Forsythe’s Artifact in vivid terms in that it „sometimes seems

like a huge dance processor, chopping up and spitting out

bits of Petipa ... and Balanchine, Laban and Bausch. But the

ballet is uniquely Forsythian in demonstrating everything that

dance had thought to do in its short theatrical life, and then

more“11.

(3) Dance analysis — choreological analyses

Laban described choreology as „a kind of grammar and

syntax of the language of movement, dealing not only with

the outer form of movement but also with its mental and

emotional content“12. Dance analysis in general, and chore-

ological analysis in particular, can offer students of choreog-

raphy, and experienced choreographers alike, a deeper

understanding of the components and properties of a dance

work and of its impact on viewers. It has the potential to

show aspects that are or are not effective in the choreogra-

pher’s own compositions. On the other hand, several chore-

ological analyses have put into focus the uniqueness of a par-

ticular cultural or individual dance style, and have distin-

guished it from other styles.13

It is my hope that my discussion of choreographic tradi-

tions and identities shows the various potentials of creative

assimilations and transformations. The dance traditions of

various cultures such as is ethnic dancing, or the dance the-

atre of Laban and Jooss, as well as those who took Laban’s

principles as a point of departure, have offered a wide basis

to some contemporary choreographers to assimilate, decon-

struct and recreate work that reflect their artistic identities.
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T his text emerged as a result of thoughts inspired by

my own experiences of working in a dance conserva-

tory carrying the name of Rudolf Laban. Laban1 is at a

crossroads; in the new building specially designed for our

needs, under new directorship and within the newly estab-

lished Higher Education Institution Trinity Laban which brings

new relationships with Government funding bodies2, it is cur-

rently undergoing an intensive process of articulation and

clarification of its ethos and philosophy. This position makes

it an ideal context for a re-examination of contemporary and

past ideas and practices related to the name of R. Laban. Yet

Laban the institution is only a pretext and possibly an illustra-

tion of the central theme of this essay; starting with the ques-

tion What do Laban and his ideas mean to us today?, its main

aim is to focus on the problem of the relationship between

the past and present while assessing the significance of the

‘Father of Modern Dance’ for contemporary dance today. 

The essay starts with the discussion of contradictory

positions, apparently coexisting in Laban the institution, regar-

ding the person and conceptual and creative heritage of R.

Laban. It sets the context for further discussion on the need

for ‘digging up’ and an evaluation of the past on the one hand,

and on the other examines the conceptually and methodolog-

ically adequate approaches to a meaningful interpretation of

aspects of Laban’s legacy today. 

���

In recent internal discussions about Laban’s philosophy

and vision, a question emerged about the possibility of asso-

ciative links between Laban ∑ the person, and the artistic and

educative values of Laban ∑ the conservatory for contempo-

rary dance. The discussion group I participated in asked: ‘how

could it be ensured that an immediate association was estab-

lished between the ideas of originality and innovation and
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Laban’? The question was asked in the context of the follow-

ing statements:

Rudolf  Laban revolut ionised dance.

Laban was a radical  thinker  and a vis ionary.

Pointing out the visionary spirit of Laban and the revolu-

tionary character of his ideas could suggest an inherent inno-

vativeness of the institution which applies, develops and

experiments with his original ideas in its daily practice. An

evaluative judgement of innovation and originality as highly

appreciated and desirable qualities has its roots in modernist

discourse. The notion of revolution in the modernist ‘tradition

of the new’ has a positive connotation; the repudiation and

annihilation of the old and constant radical change are equat-

ed with progress. Therefore, establishing a conceptual link

between the revolutionary person of Laban ∑ the father of

modern dance and Laban ∑ the school where innovation and

radical ideas in contemporary dance are nurtured, may seem

as a potentially useful strategy for promoting the institutional

status. 

An examination of the implications of this particular argu-

ment reaches beyond the scope of this essay. In this context,

I would only like to point out that the statement about the

revolutionary character of Laban the man was taken in our

discussion as a given, thus reflecting the universally accept-

ed view about his contribution to the development of con-

temporary dance. His work, after all, radically changed the

understanding of dance in the 20th century; it introduced

completely new methods of creating and teaching dance,

while the universal conceptual frameworks of his theories

impacted practically every aspect of dance and subdued it to

analysis and systematisation.

And yet, is the progressive nature of Laban’s revolution

irrefutable?

How is it possible, and is there any sense in asking such

a question in light of the arguments stated above?

In my daily role as a lecturer at Laban, particularly in the

role of dance history lecturer, I ask and investigate this ques-

tion together with my students. The reading lists for my lec-

tures contain revisionist texts by authors such as Susan

Manning, Carole Kew, Lilian Karina and Marion Kant who crit-

ically re-examine the accepted ‘truths’ about European mod-

ern dance, paying particular attention to the controversial and

historically persistently avoided period of German Ausdrucks-

tanz3 between 1933 and 1945. Karina’s and Kant’s argu-

ments, for instance, are based on new, previously unpub-

lished archival materials and point out Laban’s voluntary

involvement with the Nazi regime and his ideological contri-

bution to the process in which German society was primed

for its formation (Karina and Kant, 1999; Kant, 2002, 2004). In

this new light, Laban the radical becomes Laban the reac-

tionary. The factuality of the modernist myth of progressive-

ness a priori is shaken and some uncomfortable, disturbing

questions about the philosophical and ideological origins of

our beloved modern dance are not that easy to avoid.

Kant perceptively describes the state of inner turmoil that

overcomes the historian researcher when she discovers doc-

uments compromising the ‘heroes’ of modern dance. Her

description is relevant for all the devotees and participants in

the art form and therefore I will quote a longer section:

Imagine you are sitting in an archive and you come across

some documents ∑ piles of dusty material, yellowed paper

with rusty marks of paperclips,... ∑ and you read that some of

your admired heroes of modern dance were caught up in the

unpleasant politics of the Nazi system.

You are puzzled; these papers do not fit the story you

were told all along. You did not know that Rudolf Laban or

Mary Wigman had anything at all in common with one of the

worst political regimes in European history. You did not know

that they were fellow travellers of Nazi cultural politics. You

did not know that they not only took advantage of the system

but openly supported it. What do you do next?...

You change the subject and find something nicer to

research.

You tear up the evidence so it disappears and nobody

else finds it.

You discard the evidence as inconsequential and thus

negligible.

You break down in tears and seek therapy.

You become angry with the archive for keeping dam-

aging files.

You sit down and think.

(Kant, 2004, p.107)

The questions about the ideology (progressive or reac-

tionary?) and artistic and political consequences of Laban’s

work in dance are important and were shunned in dance lit-

erature for too long. However, answering these questions

cannot be one-sided; as much as the acceptance of the argu-

ments of both sides (yes, progressive; yes, reactionary)

appears conceptually inconsistent, even irresponsible and

unsustainable and points to the lack of integrity and reliability

in our thinking, any exclusivity in this case would be flawed.

In this essay I propose that an integrated approach to the

question of Laban’s role and influence in dance history and

contemporaneity is the only possible, honest and trustworthy

approach. In other words, an approach which, undisturbed by

the need to respect the great teacher, examines and analy-

ses his concrete decisions and actions, their philosophical,

ideological and socio-political background as well as their his-

torical significance and consequences on the one hand, and

recognises and investigates the historical and contemporary

significance of Laban’s legacy for the theory and practice of

dance by considering its further developments on the other.
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The two conceptual and methodological frameworks I sug-

gest as aspects of such an approach are history and history

of ideas. They should enable a clear and precise definition of

areas and aims of investigation and an objective evaluation of

the results, thus helping to avoid the inevitable threat of the

conceptual and evaluative confusion which results from judg-

ing all the information by the same criteria. The key element

in the application of both approaches is the detailed historical

and socio-political contextualisation. 

The call for a contextual positioning of the information

relates also to the understanding of our motives and actions

today, as neither history nor the history of ideas are limited to

the investigation of the distant or more recent past; their rel-

evance is always confirmed in the present.

The earlier long quotation from Kant is an excellent exam-

ple of the conceptual and evaluative confusion which may

arise when the areas and aims of the investigation are not

clearly defined. The position which starts from the premise

that an examination of the aspects of Laban’s past could

compromise his status and authority can lead to a conscious

decision not to investigate the past in order not to question

the value and relevance of his ideas.

LABAN AND HISTORY
Examples of research into the aspects of the dance histo-

ry of Laban which were up till now insufficiently illuminated

are studies which attempt to explain the fact that a significant

number of modern dance artists, unlike the majority of artists

in the other areas of German modernism, continued their

work after the National Socialists’ rise to power in 1933.

Specifically, Laban’s own career reaches its peak in 1934

when he is given the position of the director of the Deutsche

Tanzbühne which effectively put him in charge of dance in

the whole of Germany. In 1937, after having fallen into dis-

favour with the Minister for Propaganda, Joseph Goebbels,

Laban took up the invitation by his friend and ex-student Kurt

Jooss and emigrated to England. It was precisely this critical

period between 1933 and 1937 that has been the main focus

in some of the writings published in recent years.

Kant and Karina (1999) analyse the administrative context

of Nazi cultural politics and present an extensive documenta-

tion from the Third Reich archives; it indicates Laban’s volun-

tary collaboration with the Nazis. Registering a surprising

eagerness amongst modern dancers to serve the new

regime, Kant points out Laban’s active intellectual contribu-

tion to the creation and support of an ideology within which

dance served the Nazi political aims. One of her examples is

Laban’s letter to Mr Keudell, a bureaucrat in the Ministry of

Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda. In the letter Laban,

as the leading state authority on dance, responds to a query

from the Ministry and gives his definition of the idea of

‘German dance’ to differentiate it from foreign, alien, un-

German dance (Karina and Kant 1999 pp. 230, 231; Kant

2004, pp. 116, 117). Karina also draws our attention to

Laban’s uncritical and voluntary implementation of anti-

Semitic politics in his spheres of authority and illustrates this

with the order (which Laban, then the Director of Ballet of the

Berlin State Opera, signed on 7 July 1933) for exclusion from

the ballet course of children of non-Arian origin (Karina and

Kant, 1999, p. 84, 85). 

Karina’s and Kant’s tone is decidedly sharp, uncompro-

mising and often accusing and it stands in direct opposition

to the earlier, mostly apologetic interpretations of Laban’s

work under the Nazi regime. Valerie Preston-Dunlop, one of

the main authorities on Laban, asserts that in his decisions

Laban was guided exclusively by his personal motives and

the desire to exploit the political system for the realisation of

his visionary ideas and goals in dance (Preston-Dunlop, 1998,

1988). In other words, Laban’s political naivety is postulated

and the significance of his work taken as a sufficient excuse

for these few potentially compromising years. 

Carole Kew’s approach to Laban’s history (1998, 1999) is

based on a meticulous analysis of the social, cultural (intellec-

tual and artistic) and political contexts of Germany and

Europe at the beginning of the 20th Century and it provides a

well-rounded and balanced account of the rise and fall of

Laban in Nazi Germany. Kew starts from the premise that the

continuity of Laban’s (and most of the other German modern

dancers’) career from the Weimar Republic into the Third

Reich was made possible due to the ideological rapport

between German modern dance and Nazi politics. She sup-

ports that by focusing on the meaning of Nietzsche’s philos-

ophy, particularly his critique of contemporary civilisation and

the ‘quest for personal, political and cultural recovery’ (S.

Aschheim cited in Kew, 1999, p. 74). Nietzsche’s concept of

the Dionysian state of intoxication and ‘inner reality’ is identi-

fied by Kew as the source of inspiration for Laban’s theory

and practice of dance (especially the ideas and principles of

Festkultur and Bewegungschor)4 and at the same time as

ideologically congruent with the concept of völkisch5 culture

which was adopted by the Nazis. Kew postulates that ‘a

völkisch ideology facilitated the transition of Laban’s move-

ment choirs into the Third Reich but that this same ideology

also contributed to Laban’s ultimate demise’ (ibidem.).

The non-intellectual, antirational nature of Nietzsche’s

philosophy is also identified as the point of convergence

between German modern dance artists and Nazi Blut und

Boden politics in the works of Susan Manning (1993) and

Hedwig Müller (1986) which interpret the career of Mary

Wigman.

What is the relevance of such historical investigations for

the question What do Laban and his ideas mean to us today?

I indicate only the general direction of some of the possible

answers.
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Firstly, the personal histories of dance artists such as

Lilian Karina6 who lived through that period and still feel the

burden of memories, beg for clarification of facts and their

satisfactory interpretation.

However, history as an academic discipline asks ques-

tions not only about that which has but also about that which

never happened; about things which were prevented from

happening, discontinued, eradicated. The domination of

Ausdruckstanz and Laban’s ideas on the German dance

scene in the first few years of Hitler’s power meant a sup-

pression from that very scene of its hitherto prominent mem-

bers who represented the socially conscious and critical

(Valeska Gert and Jean Weidt) and conceptually-abstract

(Oskar Schlemmer) experiments in dance. 

The association of modern German dance with the fascist

regime had a direct influence on the post-war developments

of dance in Germany. Ballet, perceived as an ideologically

neutral form was thus embraced and remained a dominant

dance form for over two decades. According to Andrea

Amort7, the Austrian dance scene even today has not com-

pletely recovered from the consequences of the Nazi cultur-

al and race politics. Referring particularly to the Viennese con-

text, she points to the eradication of the main initiators,

patrons and audiences of the Austrian version of

Ausdruckstanz ∑ mainly Jews.

Finally, as suggested by Kew, the historical example of

Laban’s rise and fall in Germany is a warning to dance artists

to be aware of the political contexts they work in. Maybe that

advice is too gentle considering the power of art to impact

quickly and immediately the feelings and attitudes of people;

a power which politicians, especially dictators, always recog-

nised and used in their own interests. In the context of the

intensive political tensions of today’s world, the artist must

understand that every artistic move is also a social commen-

tary, a potential political statement.

HISTORY OF LABAN’S IDEAS
Laban is one of the institutions/organisations which carry

the name of Rudolf Laban and continue to apply and develop

different aspects of his original ideas and principles which

emerged in the period between 1910 and 1957. Laban Guild

is active in Great Britain while in the US there are the Laban

Notation Bureau and Laban-Bartenieff Institute. From William

Forsythe’s choreography and English secondary schools in

which dance is taught as part of the curriculum, to psycho-

analysis and dance therapy, Laban’s theories and principles

are present and relied upon in their different applications

within and out of the dance context. Within Laban itself they

form the basis of subjects such as choreological analysis and

Labanotation but have found their way also into technical

training, choreography and pedagogy. Their continuous and

versatile application bears witness to the universality but

equally so to the openness and flexibility of Laban’s system

of ideas; it allows for the improvements, adjustments and

development of original concepts, very often in directions

unforeseen by Laban himself. 

Laban’s ideas live their own lives, independent from their

creator, yet in a close relationship and dependence from the

specific historical frameworks in which their interpretation

and application takes place. 

The first part of the above thesis, which presents the con-

cept of the history of ideas as independent from the history

of the author, appears to contradict the earlier argument for

the history of Laban the person as essential for a complete

understanding of his work and its historical implications. Here

it is helpful to look at Beardsley’s concept of intentionalist fal-

lacy8 which proposes the autonomy of the work from the

author’s intentions and rules out any kind of ‘belonging’ of

the work to the author (Wimsatt and Beardsley, 1978;

Beardsley, 1981). Questions such as: can we ever know the

true intentions of the author? or, have author’s intentions

remained unchanged throughout the creative process? lead

to a conclusion that to deal with the intentions, motives and

generally the life of the author does not result in a knowledge

useful for the evaluation of the meaning and importance of

the work. We will never know the full truth about Laban’s

beliefs, goals and inner ideological convictions, but the lack of

that knowledge cannot hinder our appraisal of the signifi-

cance and application of his ideas. They belong to all who use

them.

It is here that the crucial importance of the second part of

the thesis about the autonomy of the history of ideas from

the author becomes evident. It emphasises the importance

of the historical context within which the ideas are interpret-

ed. Following the methodological principles of Gadamer’s

hermeneutics9, the experience, understanding and interpre-

tation of ideas are deeply rooted in our own historicity.

Gadamer’s account of the historically dependent understand-

ing of an artwork is relevant for the discussion of the

‘autonomous life’ of Laban’s ideas and work. Claiming that it

is impossible to expect that the expressive power of the

work of art be restricted to its original historical horizon

where the beholder is actually the contemporary of the cre-

ator, Gadamer suggests: ‘It seems instead to belong to the

experience of art that the work of art always has its own

present’ (1977, p. 95). Precisely this dependency of the expe-

rience of the work on the context in which it is interpreted

allows for the changeability of meaning ∑ systems of ideas

(just as the works of art) are open to ever new possibilities of

experiencing and understanding.10 The meaning Laban’s

ideas had in the 1920s and 30s in Germany differs from the

way they appear to us today. On the other hand, the experi-

ence of the significance of Laban’s ideas was and will be dif-

ferent not only for different historical periods but also for indi-



viduals: Laban’s students, collaborators, critics and today’s

dancers, teachers, choreographers. This diversity of under-

standings and interpretations directs towards the possibilities

of new applications and developments of original ideas. It is

therefore possible (and exciting!) that Laban’s ideas, initially

conceived in opposition to classical ballet, then built upon in

the areas of Labanotation, movement analysis and, finally,

from the perspective of somatic physical therapy, come full

circle and are applied successfully in ballet classes. 

The history of Laban’s ideas testifies to their vitality,

meaningfulness and significance in contemporary dance con-

texts. 

���

Returning at the end of this essay to the initial observa-

tion about the coexistence of contradictory positions about

Laban and his legacy in Laban the institution, it may be con-

cluded that both positions, i.e. both conceptual and method-

ological frameworks for the interpretation of Laban the per-

son and his ideas, say something relevant and valuable about

specific aspects of Laban’s legacy to the dance community.

On the other hand, their coexistence under the same roof

says something about the dance community which Laban

represents.11 The fact that the same institution actively con-

tinues to propagate the visionary spirit and creative potential

of Laban’s ideas by founding a new postgraduate pro-

gramme12 and that at the same time the publication which it

publishes prints a text which extremely critically and unapolo-

getically re-examines the ideological motives and political

alignments of Rudolf Laban13, says something about a non-

partisan tolerance and balance of attitude, about an intellec-

tual openness and curiosity. This position was not arrived at

easily and with no resistance. The aim of this essay was to

show that this is a desirable position for thinking and working

in contemporary dance today.

In answer to Marion Kant’s question What do you do next?

I answered: 

Sit down and think. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Andreja JeliËiÊ 

1 Once the Laban Centre for Movement and Dance in

London, UK. In the text, the name of the institution is itali-

cised, distinguishing between the institution and Rudolf

Laban ∑ the man. 

2 The new Laban building, designed by Herzog and Meuron,

was the recipient of the prestigious RIBA (Royal Institute of

British Architects) prize in 2004. From September 2003 and

after the retirement of long standing Director Marion North,

the new Director of Laban is Anthony Bowne. After its long

history as an independent institution for dance training and

education, Laban merged in 2005 with the Trinity College of

Music to form Trinity Laban ∑ a Higher Education Institution,

funded and regulated by the Government’s Higher Education

Funding Council (HEFCE); this guarantees a certain amount

of secure yearly funding but also imposes strict conditions

and regulations. 

3 Ausdruckstanz ∑ Expressive dance (which is a more ade-

quate translation than the often used ∑ Expressionist dance);

modern dance in Germany developed under the influence of

R. Laban’s and M. Wigman’s ideas. It flourished in the

Weimar Republic period between the two wars, diminishing
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13 Discourses in Dance, Laban’s publication which publishes

new academic research in dance, published a controversial

article by M. Kant ‘Laban’s Secret Religion’ in 2002.
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the influence of the classical ballet tradition.

4 Festkultur, festive culture; under Nietzsche’s influence,

Laban related it closely with the ritual and celebrations of

spiritual life in harmony with natural, cosmic rhythms. The

intended growth of festive culture aimed to overcome the iso-

lation, alienation and lack of true spiritual values in modern

society. The amateur Bewegungschor (movement choir) which

was inspired by the chorus from Ancient Greek tragedy, was

originally conceived as a means for the reawakening of

Festkultur. See Kew (1999) p. 77.

5 Kew, following Aschheim, stresses that ‘the term Volk sig-

nified more than a ‘people’ or nation. Through a process of

mystical fusion, the individual was seen to access a higher real-

ity beyond the material world of superficial reason and

Enlightenment thought.’ (Kew, 1999, p. 75). This process of

individual creative elevation would reawaken automatically

the whole Volk culture (ibidem.). Völkisch thought developed

in Germany since Romanticism and adopted Nietzsche’s phi-

losophy, in particular his concept of the Dionysian (ibidem p.

76); in this form it became influential in the Nazi ideology.

6 Lilian Karina was a professional dancer in Germany in the

1930s; having lived through the first few years of the Nazi

regime she emigrated initially to Hungary and then to Sweden

where she continued her career as a teacher. From there she

actively supported other emigrants from Germany. 

7 Andrea Amort, Viennese dance critic and historian; gave a

lecture at Laban in February 2004 entitled ‘The Austrian

Connection: An Investigation of the Austrian Legacy of

Expressionist Dance’.

8 The concept of intentionalist fallacy was originally applied

in the context of Wimsatt and Beardsley’s philosophy of art

criticism (1978) and relates to their condemnation of the tra-

ditional critical method in which the aesthetic judgement is

arrived at on the basis of the appraisal of the author’s inten-

tions; Wimsatt and Beardsley advocate a judgement based on

the objective characteristics of the artwork itself. I liked the

idea about the possible application of an aesthetic theory in the

discussion of Laban’s ideas about the art of dance. Although the

theory is not applicable in its entirety in my discussion, a par-

allel about the intentionalist fallacy seems like a good introduc-

tion to the thesis about the autonomy of ideas from their author.

9 Gadamer’s hermeneutical method which examines the

issues of understanding and interpretation was developed in

dialogue with the traditional aesthetics; however, its applica-

tion reaches beyond the boundaries of aesthetics.

10 See the discussion of Gadamer in Nadeæda »aËinoviÊ-

Puhovski, (1988), Estetika, pp. 80-82.

11 Here I borrow the terminology from Helen Thomas’ socio-

logical analysis of dance (1995) where she concludes that dance

at the same time speaks to society and about society.

12 The new MA European Dance Practice was established in

2002.
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C onsidering the fact that butoh appeared quite

recently, in the late 1950s, and that it was marked

by a very dynamic development, one could expect

that contemporary performance researchers show a spe-

cial interest in it. Indeed, performance analysts and critics

who have come across this uncanny dance form coming

from Japan, ‘faraway, yet so close’, have expressed their

astonishment, fascination and puzzlement through vari-

ous essays, but only few texts bring more than personal

impressions, performance descriptions, anecdotes and

myths taken from the Japanese masters. When doing

research on butoh, it is important to take into account the

following: 

1. Born in the body imaginary of its founders, Tatsumi

Hijikata and Kazuo Ohno, butoh gradually developed into

a specific choreographic genre, although its boundaries

stay open. In spite of what might look like an accelerated

evolution, we have to resist the temptation towards a lin-

ear view of butoh’s history. 

2. Although it was founded not so long ago, we have

sufficient historical distance to aim for objectivity. 

3. The short history of butoh is at the same time

extremely complex, and this forces us to handle it with

care. It is permeated by the critical spirit of its founders,

as well as of the dancers that keep that spirit alive by sur-

passing the individual, by always questioning their bodi-

ly states and the states of their consciousness. 

4. Due to the changing nature of this performance

phenomenon that refuses to crystallize into a fixed frame,

those who do research on it carry the serious responsibil-

ity not to transform it into an ossified lifeless matter.

Difficulties with categorization and definition 
Considering the above preliminary reflections, butoh

seems to offer dance and performance studies a very inter-

esting epistemological territory. A quick look at the various

concepts that collide in writings on butoh offers a good idea

of its richness. The complexities of the notions of ‘tradition’

and ‘modernity’ never stop confusing the reader who

expects from writings to shed some light on this ‘dance of

darkness’ (Viala 1985: 5-9). In his essay entitled Du butô con-

sidéré comme du grand guignol qui a mal tourné [On butoh

as the Grand Guignol that turned bad], Patrice Pavis analyzed

the evolution of butoh style in the 1990s from the point of

view of Western criticism on the one hand, and from the

point of view of Japanese reception on the other hand. That

allowed him to use divergent terms referring to the same

phenomena, so that butoh is first considered as ‘a return of

modernism after the post-modern’, then as ‘the tempered

post-modernism that exceeded the radical modernism’, to be

finally referred to as ‘classical’ (in the sense of the Japanese

national tradition) (1998: 217, 200). The terms ‘modern’ and

‘postmodern’ have been given various definitions, depending

on contexts and authors, but it is the latter that prevails (see

Fraleigh 1999, Ortolani 1995: 277-8). The notion of ‘avant-

garde’ is also being used when the emphasis is on the rebel-

lious spirit of the 1960s that gave birth to butoh. Yet it is

important to broaden this analysis, because otherwise butoh

would be condemned to die, just like any other avant-garde.

Some researchers referred to the crisis of critical spirit that

butoh has been facing since the late 1980s as ‘a swing

towards the „post-avant-garde“’. Judith Hamera actually

takes the term from Peter Bürger’s Theory of the Avant-

Garde to designate butoh’s turn ‘from radicalism to lyricism

due to some sort of „natural progress“’ (Hamera 1990: 59).

Sometimes the attempts to clarify the relation between

these terms appear like real analytical prowess. For instance,

Yasunari Takahashi asserts referring to Hijikata that ‘he gave

modern civilization the creeps, penetrating the depths of the

premodern world, in the field of postmodern art, as an avant-

garde of the new art universalism’ (Takahashi 1986: 117).

Giovanni Lista seems to have found a happier solution. This

is how he interpreted the circumstances under which the

genre appeared: ‘[...] this avant-garde dance is structured

around the questionings that put the modernity in conflict

with the specificity of national culture’ (Lista 1997: 371). It

looks as if it was easier to understand the beginnings of

butoh than the consequences of its crisis because with inter-

nationalization (namely touring and artistic migration), its

problematics became more complex. Considering the fact

that butoh comes from the East, surely there is a risk that

each attempt to apply the categories of Western criticism

turns into a projection and an approximation. 

Another thing specific to butoh that indicates its complex-

ity is the plurality of definitions. When one, be it an expert,
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has to answer the question ‘What is butoh?’, he/she finds

him/herself at a loss for a reply. Indeed, one does not feel

comfortable having to grab the essence of this genre. Even

butoh practitioners find it difficult to define because their tacit

knowledge is hard to verbalize. The following two options

seem the most appropriate: either to agree with Ogino

Suichiro who claims that ‘the only way to define butoh is by

defining the reasons why one cannot define butoh’ (Suichiro

1985: 67), or to assert that there are as many definitions of

butoh as there are butoh dancers-choreographers. Butô(s)

(2002), the title of a recent French butoh reader edited by

Centre National de Recherche Scientifique, clearly reflects

this plurality. The second assertion refers to the fact that

there is no generally accepted butoh method and that butoh

is, to a certain extent, synonymous with artistic individualism.

That is why butoh radically opposes the traditional culture of

‘the empire of signs’. As Georges Banu points out, ‘butoh

radiates violence of immediate confession and intervention

of the self right there where everything is being done in order

to keep it away, tame it and „semiologize“ it’ (Banu 2002:

102). 

However, the less informed

Western audience preferred rec-

ognizing itself in the Other rather

than accepting the interpretation

based on the original context. As

Judith Hamera argues, ‘what that

audience was grasping, through

the glasses of Orientalism, was

not the revolutionary nature of

butoh rising against its own cultur-

al history and politcs, but every-

thing in its style that was really dif-

ferent, or perceived as such, in

relation to the Western perform-

ance tradition’ (Hamera 1990: 59).

This type of comparativism is also

proper to some dance critics like

Anna Kiesselgoff from The New

York Times. Accustomed to

Cunningham’s formalist and

abstract aesthetics and proceed-

ing on the method of contrasts,

she claims that butoh is an

emphasis of emotional expression

(quoted in Stein 1986: 114),

whereas it was not meant to be

an exteriorization of emotional

content. 

Aesthetics and training evolution. 
Remarks on technique and form.

Hijikata’s piece Kinjiki [Forbidden Colors], shown in Tokyo

in 1959 at the 6th Young Talents Program of the Japanese

Dance Society, is considered to be the first butoh perform-

ance. At the present day, almost fifty years after, it is neces-

sary to point out the consequences of butoh’s historical

development. What was once a personal style of expression

of the butoh founders, developed into a performance genre

with clearly recognizable features and a more or less defined

dance technique. It was particularly with the piece Shikino

tameno 27ban [27 Nights for Four Seasons], presented in

1972, that Hijikata had finally established a fully-constituted

aesthetics named Tohoku Kabuki. That was the time when,

by working with the female company Hakuto-bo, he con-

ceived a specific training based on katachi: codified bodily

states emerging out of mental images of animate beings and

objects taken out of nature. As Kazuko Kuniyoshi shows, that

resulted out of the continuous evolution of butoh thought

rooted in the ideas of stiffness, ‘obscure body’, discontinuity,

‘Man in Crisis’, breaking of taboos (from crime to homosexu-

ality) and ‘fusion with the Other’ (see Kuniyoshi 2002: 109-

134). However, it is important to underline that the codifica-

tion of butoh was not systematic. As a matter of fact, some

contemporary critics, like Georges Banu for instance, have

been particularly severe when they qualified today’s butoh as

‘museumed’, ‘because, in spite of the initial rebellion, it con-

stituted a repertory of predictable signs that can be passed

on, as if it was an archaic form’ (Banu 2002: 103). They seem

to have neglected a great number of solo butoh dancers who

appeared in the 1980s. No doubt there is a certain danger hid-

den within this offspring, as lots of solo butoh performances

contain a considerable amount of ‘self-obsession’ (see

Kuniyoshi 1992: 6-7), but one cannot deny the existence of a

great variety of personal styles. The plurality of styles is at

least what Hijikata had in mind when he insisted that his

dance aims to reveal everyone’s inner life and that the butoh

technique does not lie in conventions (see Hijikata in Viala

and Masson-Sekine 1988: 186). 

In press, sometimes even in critical studies, it is very

common to find synthetic descriptions summarizing, in just a

few lines, the essence of this highly complex and multifac-

eted genre, by referring almost exclusively to its spectacular

side. Even the already quoted French reader Butô(s), that

respects the plurality of aesthetic approaches and rigorous

research principles, contains an inevitable summary of these

‘commonly recognized signs: turned-in position, blank eye-

balls, bandages, white powder, string or a piece of cloth cov-

ering the genitals, fetus position, shaved head, slowness’

(Aslan 2002: 71). However, dance and performance

researchers are mostly aware of the fact that butoh has its

source in the dancer’s personal experience ∑ in his body
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memory, his existential quest, his relation to the universe and

the society, and that those ‘things can neither be thought nor

transmitted’ (Aslan 2002: 71). However, it seems that by sep-

arating the material (physical) aspect of experience from the

mental (spiritual) aspect, they come across a barrier that can-

not be overcome. So, for instance, a recent reflection on

Hijikata’s heritage leads to the following question: ‘What is

the most important thing one has to bequeath: movements

or a state of mind that leads to self-discovery?’ (Aslan 2002:

246). Although the very existence of formalist and improvisa-

tional approaches in butoh practice contribute to the develop-

ment of such dualistic interpretations, the worrying thing

here is forgetting that butoh is a bodily state, an embodied

quality, and that it cannot be conceived without understand-

ing the concept of ‘embodied mind’ (see Varela, Thompson

and Rosch 1991).

If one wants to speak of invariants in

butoh, it is necessary to look below the

surface. One of the reasons why one

should not refer to the butoh technique or

method is that the distinctive features of

its body movements cannot be easily

expressed in terms of form. The distinction

introduced by Hubert Godard between ‘fig-

ure’ and ‘pre-movement’ can help us

understand the level of formalization in

butoh: ‘Postural attitude and pre-move-

ment, the inevitable precondition of the

movement, can be considered as the back-

ground of the movement that occurs,

taken as a figure’ (Godard 1995: 227).

What the various variants of butoh have in

common is not the field of ‘figure’ but the

field of ‘pre-movement’ regarded as ‘an

attitude towards gravity that is present

already before we move, through the bare

fact of standing upwards’. The ground

underlying butoh’s spectacular aspect can

better be described as conceptual than as

formal. It is simply a way to question the

apriorism of movement. So, the first confu-

sion amongst the participants of a butoh workshop arises

when they are encouraged to ask themselves ‘Why move?’,

even before asking themselves ‘How to move?’. Many butoh

exercises consist in standing and walking with obstacles

inside of the body. According to Godard, actions as simple as

standing and walking are a part of a very complex question-

ing on ‘the subject’s most ancient memory’ that embraces

the activity of the tonic muscles specialized in gravity

response. It seems that the historical development of butoh

forms has led essentially to a fixation of bodily states charac-

terized by voluntary modification of postural muscle activity.

As that muscle system escapes, in some ways, the attention

of the consciousness, the work in butoh consists in render-

ing the unconscious pre-movement conscious.

East meeting West: Pragmatical and/or fantasmatic
Otherness 

During the first two decades, butoh evolved modestly

inside the borders of Japan. At first it was closely connected

to the experimental art and literary circles and reserved for

those who were initiated into its secrets and the marginal

nightlife of Tokyo. However, what has been crucial for the

history of butoh is its triumphal conquest of Europe and the

United States. In 1978, the companies Ariadone and Sebi,

where Koh Murobushi, Hanaoka Mizelle and Carlotta Ikeda

danced, presented The Last Paradise in the Nouveau Carré

Theatre in Paris, and Yohko Ashikawa together with Saga

Kobayashi was invited to perform one of

Hijikata’s pieces at the Festival d’automne.

At the same occasion, Europeans discov-

ered Min Tanaka. Ever since that time,

butoh dancers have been performing regu-

larly at international festivals all over the

world and developing their art and training.

Later on, some based their companies in

Europe (Koh Murobushi in Germany,

Karlota Ikeda and Masaki Iwana in France)

and the United States. That is how butoh

practitioners soon got to work with a pro-

fessional and amateur audience coming

from a cultural circle very different from

their own. 

The reasons for this opening are multi-

ple, ranging from the need for confronting

ideas and dialogue to more commonplace

ones. As a matter of fact, when analyzing

the reasons of the internationalization of

butoh one should not neglect the laws that

rule the world of performing arts in today’s

Japan. There is a strong tendency of pre-

serving the purity of genre categories (tra-

ditional performing arts, classical ballet,

contemporary dance and butoh) so that those whose work

does not match the categories, find it hard to get recognition.

It is young innovative artists who suffer the most from this

kind of denominationalism. Besides, as performing arts in

Japan rely mostly on private patronage and not on govern-

ment subsidy policy, artists in general face big financial diffi-

culties. That is why for a number of Japanese solo butoh artists

it is often easier to develop their artistic work abroad than in

their own country. As a result, butoh is still not very well

known amongst the general public in Japan, except for a few

butoh companies like the largely mediated Sankai Yuku. In
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fact, butoh started to gain recognition in its country of origin

only after being applauded on the international stage. That

was only in 1985, at the First Butoh Festival in Tokyo.

There is no doubt that the internationalization encour-

aged butoh’s development, but one cannot help but wonder

if the price of glory was too high. Considering the fact that

the Western audience often used the East in order to build

an ‘ideology of Otherness’, our gaze has been obscured by

some kind of ‘cultural opacity’, and as Judith Hamera

remarked, ‘a gaze that makes someone become „other“,

finally influences the way „the other“ presents itself’

(Hamera 1990: 59). Moreover, under the influence of ‘multi-

cultural superposition’ which implies ‘the appropriation, fol-

lowed by the tempering of the exotic or the outrageous’, the

same gaze is at least partly responsible for creating the

impression that the rebellious spirit of butoh has disap-

peared, as well as for a certain stylization and aestheticiza-

tion of butoh in the 1980s. The best example of this tenden-

cy is the work of Ushio Amagatsu and his group Sankai Yuku.

Although Amagatsu’s taste for the spectacular might be

regarded as the price of success that his company had to pay

in order to adapt itself to the Western market of performing

arts, his symbolic and purified individual style is not enough

to establish a discourse of the overall aestheticization and

formalization of butoh. It is important to underline that such

discourse prevails in writings relying exclusively on one

example, where conclusions are based on extrapolation. That

is the case in the already mentioned Pavis essay which uses

the market-oriented group Sankai Yuku to exemplify general

tendencies, or in the essay by French philosopher Michel

Bernard entitled Quelques réflexions sur le butô relying on

the art of Kazuo Ohno. Bernard claims that butoh ‘always

reflects the same choice of postural, gestural and motor

expressive configuration, as Ohno demonstrated it in his

striking and spellbinding Argentina and developed it later

together with Hijikata’ (Bernard 2001: 247-252). The famous

example that Bernard chose led him to a false conclusion

because even though the piece La Argentina Sho [Admiring

the Argentina] made Ohno discover his dance style and has

stayed in his repertoire for decades, it was premiered only in

1977, almost twenty years after his first butoh performances

in collaboration with Hijikata. One forgets too often that the

plurality of styles as well as their evolution constitutes the

very essence of butoh. Speaking of Ohno, if the audience

has an impression of repetition maybe it is because, like

Kazuko Kuniyoshi stated, since Argentina his performances

are nothing but ‘sensitive repetitions of a dance whose

essence stays always the same’ (Kuniyoshi 1992: 7). 

When this kind of discourse comes from the Westerners,

it indicates above all a certain lassitude and lack of interest.

The audiences of the largest international cultural centers

saw butoh for the first time in the late 1970s, after Hijikata

had already developed a distinctive style and technique, in

other words, at the time when the process of formalization

had already reached an advanced state, just like the process

of diversification. The discourse of butoh’s ossification tells

only perhaps that nowadays Western spectators are well

acquainted with butoh, at least with its apparent, spectacular

side, and that butoh is therefore less capable of stimulating

their phantasm of the exotic and inscrutable Other. When we

notice with certain regret that it is no longer on the cutting

edge of provocation and criticism, we are, in fact, only pro-

jecting onto butoh our unquenched desire for originality and

newness, as well as our craving for rebellion against social

taboos, because we expect from the Other to make us

believe that Utopia exists (see Banu 1986: 194-196). 

Consequently, Otherness is surely the key term for ana-

lyzing the relation between butoh and the West. Jean

Baudrillard and Marc Guillaume point out that Otherness

became a real rarity as a result of colonization and cultural

assimilation imposed by Western societies in the 19th centu-

ry. Marc Augé agrees when he claims that the crisis of

modernity is not due to the identity crisis of the modern self,

but to the ‘crisis of Otherness’ (Augé 1994: 87). In order to

‘save’ the Otherness, we get to invent fictions of the Other.

Those fictions are ‘mixed’ because, if they want to be effec-

tive, their construction must start from reality, which is later

boosted by a certain amount of imagination (Baudrillard and

Guillaume, 1994: 48-9).

One of the mixed fictions connected to Japan is the fic-

tion of the apocalypse that is possible to survive. A lot of

spectators and some critics derived the birth of butoh from

the explosion of the atomic bomb (see Roubine 1987: 86;

Gründ and Khaznadar 1996: 39). To a great extent, that is a

part of the archetypal fascination with Japan (and butoh)

which ‘symbolizes the possibility of transgression in relation

to that finiteness’ (Baudrillard and Guillaume, 1994: 52-3).

According to Georges Banu, butoh awakens a sense of guilt

in the Western spectator that haunts him like a ghost and

reminds him of ‘what shouldn’t be done to Man’ (Banu 1986:

194). This interpretation was probably influenced by the Cold

War, and what is interesting is that it does not limit itself only

to Western critics. For instance, Masakatsu Gunji claims:

‘Bombs that fell on Hiroshima and Nagasaki that caused the

trauma and bringing the experience of defeat, were perhaps

the first and true impulse for the birth of butoh’ (1986: 97). 

By the way, Japanese critics led by Nario Gohda are

responsible for having narrowly insisted on the Japanese

specificity of butoh, and this is what undermined Hijikata’s

work that preceded the piece Hijikata Tatsumi to nihonjin:

Nikutai no hanran [Hijikata and the Japanese ∑ Rebellion of

the Body] (1968). Gohda underlined the importance of

Hijikata’s return to his native region Tohoku. By doing so, he

created fertile soil for introducing a narrative thread based on
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autobiographical elements (misery, harsh climate, a sister

being sold as a prostitute), as well as for the less anecdotal

and more dangerous essentialist discourse. Gohda namely

insisted on the particularities of the Japanese body condi-

tioned by its natural environment and set them as the butoh

body model. This point of view was criticized by later critics

as cited by Kazuko Kuniyoshi: ‘Being in line with the national-

state orientation, the critical force of post-war art, including

butoh, turned into an affirmation and an identity claim for „a

body characteristic of the Japanese“’ (2002: 133). It is hard

to accept the possibility that one of Hijikata’s aims was

national renaissance, but those theories positively nourished

Orientalist tendencies amongst Western spectators and jour-

nalists. Adversaries of the ethnic reading of butoh were also

radical. Let us quote Ogino Suichiro for whom ‘to wonder

about Japanese roots of butoh amounts to double nonsense

because it is not tradition but an avant-garde contemporary

art, not folklore but a universal art’ (1985: 67). Laurence

Louppe rightly points out the danger of anthropological analy-

sis substituting itself for dance: ‘[...] body’s inscription in

social behavior or in general pathological phenomena tempts

the commentary on dance to slip all the easier into a neo-pos-

itivist discourse that reduces the dancing body to the symp-

tomatic body’ (Louppe: 1997: 26). 

Another reason why it would be unjustified to set the

essence of butoh exclusively in a Japanese context is that it

was obviously influenced by the figures of European histori-

cal avant-garde movements (surrealism, dada), of German

expressionist dance (Mary Wigman) and French literature

(Jean Genet, Georges Bataille). Actually, the best would be to

read it, like Ortolani does, in light of the ‘phenomenon of cir-

cularity’ (1995: 227-8). The cultural history of Japan actually

presents itself as a succession of ‘periods of absorption and

assimilation’, so that butoh can be regarded as ‘a synthesis

of everything that Japan had become in one century, integrat-

ing autochthon elements [ganimata (bow legs), suriashi (slid-

ing foot, characteristic of noh), ukiyoe (woodblock prints

often depicting grimaces), etc.] and foreign influences’

(Suichiro 1985: 67). This theory seems to be in agreement

with the idea of Japan as ‘a hospitable culture’ par excellence

that can absorb everything ‘without betraying its own secret

code’, because, anyway, over there it is considered that

‘everything comes from elsewhere; [that] nothing comes

from itself, [...] from its essence...’ (Baudrillard and Guillaume

1994: 71-2).

A unique complexity 
The critical reception of butoh finally resulted in its

schematism while at the same time the complexity of its

problematics kept increasing. That is particularly obvious in

analyses based on paradoxical, contradictory and incompati-

ble terms. Let us take Michel Bernard’s essay Quelques

réflexions sur le butô to illustrate this. Bernard starts by

affirming that butoh is ‘a hybrid formation that is paradoxical

as such on five different levels’. Here are five ‘paradoxical’

pairs that are characteristic of butoh according to Bernard:

1. unique (in style) & composite (in its origins): ‘[...] on the

one hand, the rebellion against the domination of Western

cultural order, on the other hand, submission to and even

fusion with the natural order [...] it [butoh] seems to have a

double objective: of reaction and subversion and, curiously,

of nostalgic regression at the same time’; 

2. recent (historically dated) & archaic (as a vehicle of

founding myths, it aspires to universality and timelessness);

3. performing art & ‘anti-art’ (‘[...] it offers itself as a ritual

and sacred configuration and, at the same time, it pursues

the Dadaist and surrealist revolution by banishing the artwork

as finished object and by seeking to produce just a singular,

fleeting reflection of experience offered to the spectator’s

individual gaze’); 

4. ‘utilitarian and trivial actions’ (‘natural and cultural

everyday movements’) & ‘ceremony of religious or mystical

communion’ (‘ritual frame of a sacred relationship to Nature

and Cosmos’);

5. expressionism (relation towards the individual person-

alized subject) & ‘inexpressiveness’ (relation towards the

mythical universal Subject). (Bernard 2001: 248-9).

The fourth ‘paradox’ of this analysis that refers to move-

ment is perhaps the most arguable one. Indeed, when butoh

dancers talk about the nature of movement that makes their

dance or training exercises, they never use terms like ‘utilitar-

ian’ or ‘ritual’, which does not exclude the existence of butoh

dance teachers that distort the essence of this genre by their

erroneous interpretations. On the other hand, even if Bernard

claims in a long introductory paragraph that ‘our perception of

butoh is necessarily distorted inasmuch as it is filtered

through our cultural models of sensorial, affective and

hermeneutical reception’, it seems as if he had ended up

trapped by his own perception. It is possible to formulate the

‘physical parameters’ of butoh in terms of simple actions,

especially when describing sequences of movement. Odette

Aslan put them in three categories: soft movement (walking,

leaning, bending down, collapsing, getting up, hanging),

movement on the ground (wailing, rolling, crawling) and

strong movement (stamping, falling, grimacing, biting) (2002:

233). However, it is impossible to do a serious reading of this

dance if we keep separating content and form. 

Finally, let us conclude that the five pairs of terms previ-

ously mentioned do not necessarily exclude one another. On

the contrary, the relation between different butoh sources and

tendencies confirm its coherency that is certainly peculiar but

only because it relies on the dynamics of opposite tensions. ❙

Engl ish t rans lat ion: Jelena Rajak
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